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Editorial 

SHA Bulletin 30 Autumn 2018

The Autumn issue of the SHA Bulletin includes 
a wide range of topics related to the history of 
astronomy. One moment you will be reading 
about archeoastronomy research in Cornwall 
and the next transported to Mars by the wild 
imaginings of a man who tried to convince the 
public that he could communicate with 
Martians by paying for a broadcast to send 
them a message  - actually transmitted by the 
Post Office!  
At a more realistic level you will read about a 
teacher who inspired generations of 
Minchenden School pupils to take an interest in 
astronomy and the final resting place of the 
Berkshire astronomer William Lassell who died 
in 1880. 
‘Astro-Research’ in this issue suggests how to 
go about finding about the history of the 
Spanish  astronomer José Joaquín de Ferrer y 
Cafranga as an example of a research method 
and ‘Astro-Snippets’ looks at the contributors 
to the Popular Science Review including the 
Revd. T. W. Webb. 
In Bulletin 30 you can also find out what was 
happening in well known observatories between 
1810 and 1819, read about this years Spring 
Conference at Cambridge and the Summer 
Picnic at Seething in Norfolk.  Book reviews 
include ‘ Lewis Swift’, ‘François Félix Tisserand’ 
'The Moon', The Sun',  Jupiter, and  'The 
Victorian Amateur Astronomer"   There is a new 
Astro-Conundrum and a solution for the last 
one featured in Bulletin 29 as well as the 
solution to crossword 2.  

On this page Bill Barton looks at the amateur 
astronomer Alice Grace Cook and her 
observation of a Nova in 1918. 

The editors always welcome content and new 
ideas for the Bulletin.  

Finally don’t forget the 2018 SHA Autumn 
Conference and Annual General Meeting in 
October. Details of the talks are given on the 
back cover with an email address to contact if 
you want to to register. 

Grace Cook and the 1918 nova in 
Aquila. 

June 8 2018 is the centenary of the 
discovery of nova Aquilæ 1918. It was first 
seen from the U.K. by Alice Grace Cook 
(1877-1958), an amateur astronomer who 
lived in Stowmarket, Suffolk at around 
22:30 BST on the evening of June 8. 

Our Sun has a constant output of light and 
heat; however some other stars change 
with time. An extreme example of variable 
stars are novæ, which are possibly too faint 
to be observed even with large telescopes 
from the Earth, but flare up in a couple of 
days to be visible even to the naked eye 
and this is what happened one hundred 
years ago. Grace Cook was just lucky 
enough to be one of the first people to see 
it.  

This object turned out to be the brightest of 
its type in the whole of the 20th century 
and was visible to the naked eye for at 
least two months. It briefly outshone all the 
other stars in the constellation Aquila and 
was nearly bright as the Dog Star, Sirius. 
Novæ are not to be confused with 
supernovæ. 

Novæ only occur infrequently, so they are 
known by the year they are discovered and 
the constellation they are seen in, so in this 
case the year was 1918 and the 
constellation was Aquila (the eagle). A 
study published in 2000 showed that Nova 
Aquilæ is a double star.  

One component is 1.2 times the size of our 
Sun and the other is only 0.2 times the size 
of our Sun. They orbit each other in around 
3 hours and 20 minutes.  
Later reports showed that the initial 
discovery had been made from India by 
George Noel Bower (1885-1951), an 
Englishman working in the Indian Civil 
Service as a customs officer in Madras 
(now Chennai), who saw it some five 
hours earlier. 

Grace Cook was in the group of women 
who were the first to be admitted to the 
Royal Astronomical Society (the UK 
national professional astronomical group). 
This had happened two years earlier in 
January 1916. Cook’s real interest in 
astronomy was observing shooting stars or 
meteors and she observed them for over 
twenty years from 1911 to the mid 1930’s. 
She also observed the Aurora Borealis or 
Northern Lights. Grace Cook became 
sufficiently famous in astronomy that in 
1920 she was given a grant of $500US by 
the Harvard College Observatory in 
America. 

Bill Barton 

Editor comments on the 1918 
Nova 

The whole event was reported in 
the papers. This extract from the 
Illustrated London News from 
Saturday 22nd June 1918 shows 
how Miss Grace Cook only just 
saw the Nova first in the UK as 
many observers witnessed it on 
the first evening. 

“The celestial phenomenon which 
took place on June 8, when a new star 
of the first magnitude suddenly 
appeared in the heavens, is one of 
great rarity.  

Only three instances comparable with 
it can be found in astronomical records 
since these began to be kept 
continuously with any exactness —-
that is, during the past four or five 
centuries—one as recently as 
1901(Ed. Nova), the others in 1572 
and 1604.(Ed. Supernovae - bear in 
mind that the term 'Supernova'  was 
not introduced until 1931.) After a 
rapid increase in brilliance and a 
comparatively short maximum, 
decline set in, and these stars 
gradually faded from view, leaving, 
after a few months, only a faint 
telescopic object to mark the site of 
their former splendour.  

The present new star will, in all 
probability, follow a similar course. 
Mr. W. F. Denning, of Bristol, the 
well-known authority on meteors, 
was observing until nearly dawn on 
the Saturday morning, and is 
confident that nothing unusual 
characterised the area in which the 
star was about to appear. 

On Saturday evening, however, the 
star was easily visible in the 
deepening twilight, being already 
nearly equal to Altair in brightness, 
and consequently among the six 
brightest stars in the sky.  

Miss Grace Cook, F.R.A.S., of 
Stowmarket, Suffolk, a prominent 
member of the British Astronomical 
Association, seems to have been the 
first person in the British Isles to 
note its presence. This was at 10.30 
p.m. summer time, before darkness
had really set in. Ten minutes later, it
was seen at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich ; and within the next hour
various observers in different parts of
the country (at Bristol, Croydon,
Norwood. Newcastle, etc.) had
remarked it.”

One hundred years ago a Nova was observed in the constellation of 
Aquila by the amateur astronomer Alice Grace Cook. Bill Barton 
recounts the tale below. 

Location of the 1918 Nova in Aquila 
Chart courtesy of Software Bisque www.bisque.com 
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William Cameron Walker (1896-1978) by Debra Holton 

William Cameron Walker was an 
amateur astronomer who not only 
made and reported his own 
observations but also played a key 
role in introducing Astronomy to 
generations of school pupils. He 
was, apparently, never thwarted by a 
challenge and, as will be revealed, 
came up with novel solutions to 
some of his astronomical problems.  

Dr Cameron Walker was born in 
Bradford and started his working life as 
a wireless telegrapher in the Royal Navy 
during the First World War. He went on 
to study for a degree in Chemistry at 
King’s College, London and then MSc at 
UCL under Dr McKee. By this point, his 
interest in Astronomy had already 
developed; he owned a 3” refractor and 
soon became a member of the British 
Astronomical Association. He then made 
a significant move in 1923, as far as this 
account is concerned, by becoming 
Senior Science Master at Minchenden 
School, Southgate and simultaneously 
worked for an external PhD in the 
History of Science. For the total solar 
eclipse on 1927 June 29, he led a party of 
24 boys (no girls!) to Southport. 
(Figure 1). 

This, in turn, inspired the inauguration of 
the ‘Minchenden School Astronomical 
Society’, which flourished not only 
during the years that Dr Cameron 
Walker taught there but for decades 
afterwards. The first practical move of 
the society was to install a viewing 
platform perched between a wall and a 
nearby pavilion in the school grounds. 
(Figure 2). 

No health and safety to worry about 
then! A 5½” Newtonian reflector was 
presented by Peter Doig FRAS for the 
pupils’ use. However, the ambitions of 
Dr Cameron Walker and his students did 
not stop there. In 1934, because of 
winter exposure when observing from 
the platform, the decision was taken to 
convert it into a fully functioning 
observatory. Dr Cameron Walker was 
aided and abetted in this scheme by the 
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Figure 1: The Minchenden School party at Southport for the 1927 June 29 solar 
eclipse. Dr Cameron Walker is third from right in the back row 

Figure 2: The original observation platform 

indefatigable Arts and Crafts Master, Mr E. J. 
Gooch. (Figure 3.) 

He was instrumental in the design and in 
supervising volunteer pupils to build it in 
their free time. The original plan was to build 
an 8’ octagonal observatory with a small 
computing room. 

At this point, it seems that Dr Cameron 
Walker had been active enough in the BAA 
over the past few years to cultivate friends in 
high places.  

King George V had just donated a 5¼” 
refractor with an objective glass by Steinheil 
and a Cooke equatorial head to the BAA 
(Instrument number: 55). The telescope is 
shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 3: Mr E.J.Gooch – the 
Arts and Crafts Master 
responsible for the design 
and building of the 
observatory. 

Figure 4: The Royal Telescope
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William Cameron Walker (1896-1978) by Debra Holton 

This telescope had been 
commissioned by Prince 
Albert in 1860 and installed at 
Osborne House on the Isle of 
Wight. Dr Cameron Walker 
applied for its loan to the 
school. In December 1934, Dr 
W. H. Steavenson  visited 
Minchenden School to talk to 
the Astronomical Society and 
view the plans and site for the 
observatory. However, at 8’ in 
length, the telescope was too 
long for the planned building. 
Mr Gooch cleverly revised the 
plans by inserting eight small 
panels between the original 
eight larger ones to create a 16-
sided polygon of diameter 12’. 
The loan of the Royal 
Telescope was secured! This 
news made the local 
newspaper – ‘Royal Telescope 
for Minchenden School’. The 
school also borrowed a 2⅞” 
refractor with stand
(Instrument numbers: 17 and 
18) from the BAA at around
the same time and a sidereal
clock was donated. It should be
noted that, at this time, 16
schools were affiliated to the
BAA but Minchenden was
very unusual in being a state
school in that group.
Woodwork on the observatory
continued apace as evidenced
in Figure 5.
A novel method was devised
for raising the dome as shown
in Figure 6..

All work on the observatory 
was carried out by pupils and 
staff at the school. Other 
services and materials were 
donated by friends, local 
businesses and ‘Old Boys’ – 
particularly those who had been 
on the 1927 eclipse trip. Dr 
Cameron Walker’s enthusiasm 
had an obvious influence on 
those he taught.   A grand 
opening was planned for 1935 
June 29 – the anniversary of the 
1927 solar eclipse. 
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Figure 5:  Work on building the observatory with Dr. Cameron Walker lending a hand. (Top right) 

Figure 6: Raising the Dome 
The Astronomer Royal (and current President of the BAA) himself, Dr H. Spencer Jones, agreed to 
perform the ceremony. This event was widely reported in the local press and was clearly of some 
importance in the area. Being Jubilee year for the King,  the royal connection with the telescope 
ensured local interest.
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William Cameron Walker (1896-1978) by Debra Holton  

SHA Bulletin 30 Autumn 2018

There were speeches from the Chairman 
of Southgate Education Committee, the 
Headmaster, Dr Cameron Walker and Dr 
Spencer Jones. (Figure 7). 

A humorous vote of thanks was given by 
the Mayor of Southgate who, 
interestingly, had been inspired by 
hearing Sir Robert Ball speak 50 years 
before and commented on the possibility 
of women becoming astronomers in the 
future. 
The quotation ‘When I consider Thy 
heavens’ (Psalm 8:3) surmounted the 
entrance to the observatory. 
There are no clear records of 
observations made by Minchenden 
School Astronomical Society but there 
are references to some being sent to the 
BAA, to solar observing and to 
occultation timings sent to the HM 
Nautical Almanac in 1937. Dr Cameron 
Walker appears to have been a regular 
attendee at BAA meetings at least in 
1936. At different BAA meetings during 
that year, he gave an account of the 
development of the Minchenden 
Observatory, a comment on the partial 
solar eclipse of 1936 June 19 and a 
description of a solar prominence found 
and observed by one of his pupils at 
Minchenden  
The observatory building was 
refurbished in around 1957 and 
apparently remained in place until the 
site closed as a school in the mid 1980s. 
In 1963/4, the Steinheil objective glass 
was stolen in a robbery and the BAA 
replaced it by loaning one by Wildey. 
Minchenden School amalgamated with 
Arnos School to form Broomfield School 
in 1984 and it is believed that some of 
the astronomical instruments were 
removed to the new site. 
In 1937, Dr Cameron Walker left 
Minchenden School to become 
Headmaster at the Boulevard Secondary 
School, Hull (soon to become Kingston 
High School). He was elected FRAS in 
January 1939. 
During the Second World War, there was 
little progress astronomically speaking as 
the school was evacuated and then 
materials became hard to acquire. 
However, in 1949, events seemed almost 
to repeat themselves. The boys at 
Kingston built a brick base for an 
observatory (firmly at ground level this 

time) incorporating an RAF barrage 
balloon rigging shed as the observatory 
annex since the school grounds had been 
used as a barrage balloon base during the 
war. A dome was fitted in 1951. The 
dome blew away in August. A new one 
was fitted in September. It blew away in 
May 1952. Finally, third time lucky, 
another dome stayed in place from 
February 1953 and a 4⅛” refractor 
(Instrument number: 19) was borrowed 
from the BAA. Sir H. Spencer Jones, still 
the Astronomer Royal, again performed 
the opening ceremony. (Figure 8). 

The pupils at Kingston were recorded as 
observing sunspots, solar prominences 
and lunar occultations and as 
photographing the sun and the Arend-
Roland Comet.  
In addition, Dr Cameron Walker was a 
driving force in the rebirth of the Hull 
and East Riding Astronomical Society in 
1953, allowing it to use the school 
observatory. Patrick Moore was one of  
its distinguished speakers during the late 
1950s.  
Dr Cameron Walker retired in 1960/1 but 
remained active in amateur astronomy 
circles into the 1970s. He helped to 
prepare ‘The Night Sky’ programmes for 
Radio Humberside. It’s fair to say that he 
inspired many of his school pupils over 
the years to take an active interest in 
Astronomy and to benefit from the skills 
they learned. He was also a very active 
supporter of and contributor to the BAA 
over several decades and, latterly, his 
local HERAS. 

Acknowledgements: 

Dr Cameron Walker’s daughter, 
Mrs Janet Seaton, is thanked for 
allowing full access to his archive 
material and for help with 
background information. 

Ms Diane Clarke painstakingly 
transferred all the archive material 
to digital form with the intention of 
storing it in the archives of the 
British Astronomical Association. 

Figure 7: Sir H. Spencer Jones opening 
the observatory at Minchenden School 
with other dignitaries seated beneath 
(1935). 

Figure 8: Sir H. Spencer Jones opens 
the observatory at Kingston High 
School. Dr Cameron Walker is seated 
beside him. (1953). 
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The Last Resting Place of Astronomer William Lassell (1799-1880) 

By Gerard Gilligan and members of the Maidenhead Astronomical Society

The wealthy Liverpool brewer 
William Lassell (Fig 1), born in 
Bolton in 1799, used most of his 
money in a combined pursuit of his 
passion for astronomy and 
improvements to the reflecting 
telescope, using equatorial 
mounts.  During almost fifty years 
of living and working in the fast 
growing industrial port of Liverpool, 
he established an observatory, 
which he named “Starfield”, just 
outside the then city limits of West 
Derby.  

His first great telescope in 1833 was a 
fine speculum mirror telescope of 9 
inches, followed by one of 24 inches 
(610mm) reflector which in the early 
1840’s was the largest telescope of its 
kind in England. Both telescopes were 
designed by him, assisted by the great 
Scottish born engineer, James 
Nasmyth and Lassell would also 
ground and polished their mirror’s 
using stream driven machines, which 
again he designed and had built by 
local craftsmen. 

In 1846 Using the 24-inch telescope at 
Liverpool he discovery Neptune’s 
largest moon Triton, just days after the 
planet itself was located. Two years 
later, he later co-discovered Saturn’s 
moon Hyperion, and two moons of 
Uranus, Ariel and Umbriel in 1851. 

Due to growing industrial and 
domestic smoke pollution in Liverpool 
and an offered cloudy England he 
relocated first his 24inch telescope to 
the island of Malta from 1852, with its 
much improved clear nights.  

In 1855 Lassell relocated an even 
larger reflector telescope of 48 inches 
(1,200mm) to Malta were he set up not 
only an outdoor observatory, but a 
mirror polishing workshop with 
supportive work force and 
observational staff. 
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By the mid 1860’s and following 
several years of successful planetary 
observations, and mapping and 
recording hundreds of deep sky 
objects, he returned to England to 
establish a home at the town house of 
“Ray Lodge” in Maidenhead. By this 
time he had been showered with 
honours and awards, and served as 
President of the Royal Astronomical 
Society from 1870 -72.  

He used the 24 inch (610mm) 
telescope in a new observatory in the 
grounds of “Ray Lodge”.  However 
failing to re-home or sell his 48inch 
telescope he was forced to dismantle it 
for metal scrap, which involved the 
break-up of the mirrors which in turn 
had given him many hours of perfect 
views of the outer planets, their moons, 
and much more. Following his death in 
October 1880 in Maidenhead, his wife 
and daughters arranged for the 24 inch 
telescope to be presented to the Royal 
Observatory at Greenwich, were it was 
used successful until the 1890’s. To-
day parts of that telescope are kept by 
the World Museum in Liverpool.  

However the story does not end with 
the death of the Bolton born 
astronomer. 

A replica of the Lassell 24 inch 
reflector was constructed in Liverpool 
in 1996 to commemorate the 150th 
anniversary of the discovery of both 
Neptune and Triton. It was largely 
funded by the Royal Sun Alliance 
Insurance Company and benefited 
from research carried out into Lassell’s 
genealogy. A book about the replica 
telescope project was planned, but 
sadly never published.  

Pictured in Figure 2, the resulting 
replica telescope was unveiled by Sir 
Patrick Moore on the site of 
“Starfield” at St Michaels Primary 
School in October 1996. 

 It is now stored in the large object 
store of the World Museum Liverpool 
following a short period on public 
display. 

Figure 2: The Lassell 24-inch telescope 
replica © 1996 Michael Oates 

As part of my Lassell family history 
research I travelled to Maidenhead 
back in 1993 to visit both Ray Lodge 
and the last resting place of the 
astronomer. The location of which is 
the graveyard of St Luke’s CofE 
Church in Maidenhead. At that time I 

Figure 1: William Lassell 1799 – 1880 
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The Last Resting Place of Astronomer William Lassell (1799-1880) 

By Gerard Gilligan and members of the Maidenhead Astronomical Society

was helped in finding the location by 
members of the local historical society, 
and Maidenhead Astronomical 
Society. The grave itself was an 
unassuming flat stone slab, and during 	

Figure 3: The original state of Lassell’s grave 

my first visit 25 years ago I did 
discovery the grave overgrown, and bit 
neglected as you can see in Figure 3. . 
However following a bit of a clean, as 
shown in Figure 4, I was able to find 
Lassell’s name and also that of his wife 
of 53 years Maria who died just two 
years after her husband in 1882. 

We now switch to this year (2018), and 
members of Maidenhead A.S. (MAS) 
Their April 2018 meeting comprised a 
lecture by local historian, and MAS 
member Kenelm England FRAS, who 
also happens to be a member of the 
Society for the History of Astronomy.
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The subject of Kenelm’s well-received 
presentation was “Three Berkshire 
Astronomers”, in which he described 
the life and work of not just Lassell, 
but also of Gideon Turner Davis (1844 
– 1925), and Thomas Hinsley Astbury
(1858 – 1822).

Inspired by this presentation, the 
members of the MAS organised a 
project to locate the grave again and 
give the stone an extensive clean and 
tidy as you can see in Figure 5. Details 
of the project can be found on 
Maidenhead Astronomical Society web 
site, within the Outreach and events 
section. 

http://www.maidenhead-
astro.net/public/Outreach_&_Events/in 
dex?2018-05-11_#20180511 

At this point I would like to thank 
Kenelm England, Steve Buniak and 
other members of MAS for permission 
in using the images of the grave 
maintenance, which took place in May 
2018. Members of MAS were also 
involved in the Maidenhead Heritage 
Week in June 2018, and arranged a 
public exhibition of the life and work of 
William Lassell and the grave cleaning 
project. Finally Plans are still on-going 
for an application to the local Civic 
Trust for a Blue Plaque to remember 
Lassell and to honour this “grand” - 
amateur of the great science of 
Astronomy. 

Figure 4: Lassell’s grave uncovered (1993) 

Figure 5: MAS Members involved in the last day of Lassell grave recovery and 
cleaning. (Left to Right:  Kenelm; Lesley; Percy; & Steve. (Des who was also involved 
in the project could not attend the final day of cleaning) 
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Lewis Swift: Celebrated Comet Hunter and the People’s Astronomer    A Book Review by Richard E Schmidt 

Lewis Swift: Celebrated Comet Hunter and 
the People's Astronomer       Kronk, Gary W. 

Published October 2017, Springer, New 
York, ISBN 978-3-319-63720-4, £109.99, 
pp444. 

“So much for fame” concluded Lewis Swift 
in an 1898 letter to Popular Astronomy 
upon seeing an article by W. W. Payne that 
referred to “Tuttle’s comet of 1862”.  
Thirty-six years had passed since Swift and 
H. P. Tuttle had each independently 
discovered Comet III, 1862, but Swift felt a 
special affinity for this, his first comet 
discovery. His efforts to reclaim it in his 
own name reignited a bitter feud with Tuttle 
that briefly lit up the pages of that 
otherwise staid monthly. 

Fame was hardly fleeting for Lewis Swift; 
whose astronomical work spanned the last 
half of the 19th century and resulted in 
discovery of 13 comets and over a thousand 
deep-sky objects.  Rising from humble 
origins to become a charismatic lecturer, 
popular writer, accomplished visual 
observer and owner of the 13th-largest 
refractor in the world - one might be 
tempted to call Swift the quintessential 
American amateur astronomer.  

But one would be mistaken, and the 
unusual twists and turns in Swift’s 
remarkable life have now been detailed by 
the most able Gary W. Konk. Author of a 
number of recent astronomical works, 
Kronk’s multi-volume mega-work    
Cometography: A Catalog of Comets 
(2008, 5 volumes, Cambridge University 
Press) is an unsurpassed (and perhaps 
unsurpassable) cometary history reference.
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Lewis Swift was born in Monroe County, 
New York in 1820, son of a farmer and 
militia man.   His earliest influences into 
astronomy were said to be an eclipse seen 
by his father, Halley’s Comet of 1835 and 
the Great Comet of 1843.  From Thomas 
Dick’s Practical Astronomer Swift learned 
how to construct a rudimentary telescope, 
to be replaced in 1858 with a Henry Fitz 4 
½ inch comet seeker.  The comet seeker 
was to be Swift’s ticket to stardom; it 
arrived just in time for Donati’s Comet, 
and in July 1862 brought Swift his first 
comet discovery, “Swift-Tuttle”.   
A happy accident, Swift’s discovery would 
become a momentous event in American 
cometography. 

Two months later Horace Tuttle, who had 
found ten comets in the past five years, 
would leave Harvard to fight as an 
infantryman in the Civil War.  America 
would wait fifteen years for its next comet 
discovery – again by Lewis Swift.  And for 
the remainder of the 19th century one-third 
all comet discoveries (61 in total) were 
made by the quartet of Barnard, Brooks, 
Swift and Perrine. 

Swift’s comet work brought medals, 
awards, press commendations, honoraria, 
and lecture invites. Rochester’s citizens 
sent him on an expense-paid trip to Denver 
to observe the solar eclipse of 1878, where 
Swift claimed discovery of a pair of inter-
Mercurial planets.  Through an odd bit of 
fortune, Rochester magnate H. H. Warner 
met Swift and offered to build for him a 
complete observatory and residence, on the 
condition that Swift crowd-fund the 
telescope.   

Swift easily raised more than enough to 
purchase an Alvan Clark 16-inch 
equatorial refractor that was erected in 
1882.  With S. W. Burnham Swift designed 
the “automated right ascension circle and 
vernier” driven by the polar axis for 
directly reading positions of discoveries.  
This would be much quicker than making 
differential measurements from catalog 
stars, but much less reliable. Swift’s 
discovery announcements were widely 
criticized for his failure to record accurate 
positions.  And as Kronk relates, “Swift 
rarely double-checked”. Swift’s most 
important contribution to astronomy was 
his catalogs of deep-sky objects made with 
the 16-inch refractor in 1883-1899.  Swift 
made over 1,100 discoveries, a 19th-
century number exceeded only by the 
Herschels, Javelle, and Barnard.   These 
objects ranged from 8.4-16.9 magnitude, 
averaging 13.4.   Decades would pass 
before astronomers  truly understood

 what Swift’s objects actually were, but his 
efforts would become of enormous 
importance in this field of science which 
cannot manipulate nor dissect its 
specimens, but rather must draw inferences 
from watching the collective ensemble. 
Financially, Swift was observing on very 
thin ice. As an unaffiliated astronomer 
Swift was entirely dependent on the 
largess of his sponsor, Warner.  When the 
Panic of 1893 ruined Warner, the 
observatory and Swift’s home were 
foreclosed.  But Swift claimed ownership 
of the 16-inch refractor, and he promptly 
arranged for its surreptitious removal to 
California, where Civil War balloonist 
Thaddeus Lowe was building a mountain 
railroad and a new observatory home for 
Swift.  What astronomer today could just 
pack up his scope and run away with it?  
The story of Swift’s Lowe Observatory 
would be one of brilliant success, but only 
for a short while. 

In Lewis Swift, Celebrated Comet Hunter 
and the People’s Astronomer, Kronk has 
for the first time collected in one print 
publication the entirety of Swift’s deep-sky 
observations, extensively annotating them 
with discovery details and reports from 
other observers and occupying nearly one-
half of the book.  If he is anything, Kronk 
is a master of authentication (witness the 
1,073 footnotes that accompany the text), 
but as Swift’s papers and journals have 
been lost, with the exception of 
correspondence with Barnard, the author 
had to rely heavily on secondary sources, 
often newspaper articles. (Note to present-
day astronomers: archive your emails!)  
Still, Kronk has produced a very personal 
account of the life of Lewis Swift, with all 
of his successes and failures, humanizing 
yet never aggrandizing him.  

I must admit that as a telescope enthusiast  
I was disappointed to find only brief 
descriptions and no actual photographs of 
Swift’s instruments.  The author instead 
chose instead to include examples of his 
own astrophotography of familiar 
astronomical objects.  But image quality is 
surprisingly poor in this rather pricey 
book, with inadequate resolution, overly-
dark contrast and various digital defects. 
Nonetheless, Kronk’s Lewis Swift, a tale 
well-told, clearly earns its place among 
the top ranks of astronomical histories. 

Richard E. Schmidt
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Figure 1: Lewis Swift
Credit: Rochester Historical Society, 

New York, USA 

Figure 2: Lewis Swift at the Fitz comet seeker, Mt. Lowe Observatory 
Credit: Mount Lowe Preservation Society, Michael Patris Collection 

Figure 3: Swift Deep Sky Discoveries 1883-1899 

Richard E. Schmidt is the  Author: "The Tuttles of Harvard College Observatory: 
1850–1862". The Antiquarian Astronomer. Society for the History of Astronomy, 
2012, 6: 74–104. 
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François Félix Tisserand: Forgotten 
Genius of Celestial Mechanics.  

Janet Hyde & Neil Taylor, 

Paperback, Observatoire Solaire 
(Rochechouart and Selby, 
www.observatoiresolaire.eu), 2018, 
ISBN 978-1-9999044-0-1, £6.99, 
pp.87 
Félix Tisserand (1845-1896) was born at 
Nuit-Saint-Georges (near Dijon, France) 
into a family of relatively humble means. 
His father was a cooper and died before 
Félix left secondary education. Even at the 
age of 10, however, his teachers at the 
local school realised that there was no 
more that they could teach him, earning 
him the epithet puer aureus (golden 
boy).In 1866, at the age of 21, he was 
appointed to a post at the Paris 
Observatory by its Director, Urbain Le 
Verrier. He discovered in himself a love 
for the mathematical side of astronomy 
and, by the end of his life, his writings 
graced almost every area of celestial 
mechanics. Despite Tisserand’s 
accomplishments, he is almost unknown to 
English-speaking historians of astronomy. 
This short book, François Félix 
Tisserand: Forgotten Genius of Celestial 
Mechanics, by Janet Hyde and Neil 
Taylor, is therefore especially welcome. It 
is clearly a labour of love. Co-author, Janet 
Hyde—showing simultaneously the recent 
neglect of Tisserand and his continuing 
relevance—prefaces the book: ‘I first 
became aware of the life and works of 

Félix Tisserand through my partner’s work 
on gravitational dynamics. It soon became 
clear to me that this fascinating person has 
been overlooked …Even today, few 
astronomers, let alone members of the 
public will have heard of Tisserand or have 
any awareness of the immense contribution 
to astronomy he made’. 

The book is somewhat episodic in its 
structure and layout, but succeeds very 
well in giving an overview of its subject’s 
life and achievements. Hyde and Taylor 
also convey something of the endearing 
character of Tisserand. 

In 1873 Tisserand was appointed Director 
of the Toulouse Observatory, where he 
stayed for about five years, following 
which he took up a post at the Sorbonne in 
Paris, where he remained from 1878 – 
1892. During this time he produced the 
greater part of his 4-volume monumental 
Traité de mécanique céleste. The last 
volume of the treatise was only published a 
few months before his death. 

Despite the demands of his theoretical and 
teaching work, Tisserand played an 
important practical role on some major 
astronomical expeditions. Hyde and Taylor 
tell the story of his voyage to Malacca to 
observe the 1868 solar eclipse, as well as 
those to Japan in 1874 (with Janssen) and 
Martinique in 1882 (with Bigourdan) to 
observe the transits of Venus. 

In 1884 he co-founded, with Ernest 
Mouchez, the Bulletin astronomique. 

In 1892 he succeeded Mouchez as the 
Director of the Paris Observatory, where 
he spent much of his time on unfinished 
international Carte du Ciel project. 

Tisserand died suddenly, aged 51, just four 
years into his Directorship, but his legacy 
lives on: the complete set of volumes of 
his famous Traité was republished as 
recently as 1990 and the ‘Tisserand 
criterion’ is still relevant in establishing 
whether a new comet is simply a returning 
old one. The lunar crater Tisserand and 
asteroid 3663 Tisserand also bring to mind 
this important French astronomer.The 
book includes eight appendices, dealing 
with the Tisserand family tree, the 
Tisserand Criterion, his mathematics and 
celestial mechanics (at a very simple 
level), along with photos of some places 
associated with his life. 
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In a eulogy, Joseph Bertrand (Secretary of 
the Paris Academy of Sciences) claimed 
that the name of Félix Tisserand shone in 
the front rank alongside the famous names 
of d’Alembert, Clairaut, Lagrange and 
Laplace, Le Verrier and Delaunay. If Hyde 
and Taylor’s small book helps to ensure 
that this assessment is born out amongst 
anglophone historians of astronomy, then 
it will have been worthwhile. 

David Sellers

Astronomer Focus 
from the SHA Editors

Edwin Hubble

Edwin Hubble is shown here at the Mount 
Wilson 100-inch Hooker telescope in 1924. By 
this time Hubble had proved that the spiral 
nebulae were in fact independent galaxies at a 
considerable distance like out own Milky Way. 
The image below shows the 100" mirror being 
driven up Mt Wilson in 1917 

http://www.observatoiresolaire.eu


A LUNAR ECLIPSE.  
Sir, —Under perfect weather 
conditions. observed the penumbral 
lunar eclipse on the night-morning the 
14th-15th inst. About 1.10 a.m. when 
the moon was almost wholly immersed. 
there was a quite per. falling off in 
luminosity the disc, the southern 
portion, about Tycho, being quite 
bright, the northern, about Plato, being 
luminous, though still bright. The 
contrast come out with the telescope 
more clearly than with the unaided eye. 
But the falling off in light from S. to 
was very gradual and would have been 
overlooked a casual observer. 10 p.m. 
sometime before they began. I found 
that the light the moon, seen through a 
telescope, power 50, was too strong to 
quite comfortable. But about 1 a.m. this 
was longer the case, though the moon 
was then higher in the sky. The moon's 
outline appeared a quite smooth 
unbroken circle showing how nearly in 
one line were the sun, the spectator. and 
the moon. The observations, though of 
interest, are in way sensational, and the 
shadowing the moon was even smaller 
than expected. The changes duo to a 
eclipse are slight and gradual. that quite 
impossible by observations to sav when 
such eclipse begins or ends; as it 
equally impossible, observing the 
surface illumination the earth, to say 
when a partial eclipse of the sun begins 
ends. —Yours, etc. C. T. WHITMELL. 
Hyde Park, Leeds, May 15, 1919. 

A letter about the 1919 lunar eclipse 
from Charles Thomas Whitmell sent to 
the Yorkshire Post and Leeds 
Intelligencer on Friday 16 May 1919.  
More about this astronomer can be 
found in the SHA survey   
https://shasurvey.wordpress.com/
yorkshire-west-riding/  

UNUSUAL  
Over Berwick and Holy Island, a cigar 
shaped object, “trailing flames” was at 
first thought to be a crashing plane. 
Simultaneously, thousands In the South. 
East, where It was an exceptionally clear 
night. saw mysterious green Lights. Sir 
Bernard Lovell. Director of Jodrell Bank 
thought It might be a meteor shower. but 
the Royal Greenwich Observatory opted 
for a satellite Mr King-Hele said definitely 
last night: “It was the rocket of the satellite 
Cosmos 253, breaking up and burning as It 
fell into the atmosphere. " I was expecting 
this and was out looking for it." He said It 
was an unusual sight over Britain. Cosmos 
253 was one of Russia’s bigger satellites in 
the Cosmos series, probably weighing four 
tons or more. It was launched on 
November 13 and brought back to earth on 
November I8. The rocket stage which 
burned up was about 20 feet long and six 
feet in diameter said Mr King-Hele. 
Taken from Newcastle Journal - Friday 22 
November 1968. More can be found out 
about the re-entry of this rocket in this 
article by H Miles.   
Re-entry of Cosmos 253 rocket over the 
British Isles on 1968 November 20. in the 
Journal of the British Astronomical 
Association, Vol. 79, p. 156 – 160 

A NEW ASTEROID OR COMET.  
The Rev. C Whyte, F.R.A.S., Kingswells, 
writes: — Regarding the remarkable 
discovery made by Professor Max Wolf, of 
Heidelberg, of a small planet with satellite, 
it is very doubtful whether his object 
should be classed as a minor planet or 
comet. Its appearance is stellar, without 
any nebulosity, but its orbit appears to be 
an ellipse with large eccentricity, the 
perihelion being not far from the earth's' 
orbit. Last month it was only 25 million 
miles distant from us but is now increasing 
its distance from both earth and sun. Its 
daily motion is one minute of arc Right 
Ascension and two minutes of arc North 
Declination. It is of the 12th magnitude 
and may possibly be an asteroid, but 
without a satellite. Its present position is 5 
degrees above the binary star Castor in the 
constellation Gemini. 
Aberdeen Press and Journal - Friday 08 
March 1918 

Max Wolf spent a large amount of 
his career discovering asteroids.  
The Asteroid discovered in 1918 was 
just 4 miles in diameter and 
suggested that there was no real 
dividing line between the 
classification of an asteroid and a 
meteor and suggested that asteroids 
should be classified as meteoric and 
not planetary. 
Reverend Charles Whyte who 
penned the letter was known for a 
popular series of lectures on 
astronomy which can be read here 
https://archive.org/details/
OurSolarSystemAndTheStellarUniverse 

In his lecture which included a 
reference to asteroids Whyte 
commented on the work of Max 
Wolf:

“Up to 1891 the work of finding a 
new planet was a laborious one. 
Many charts of the stars were 
constructed, and a portion of the 
sky, especially near the ecliptic, was 
compared regularly with these 
charts. In that year Professor Wolf 
introduced photography as a better 
means for finding these objects. The 
method he employed was to expose 
a plate for at least two hours. After 
being developed, the plate exhibited 
a round dot for each fixed star, and if 
perchance there appeared a planet 
within the field, a small elongated 
line would be seen, showing by its 
form that the planet had moved with 
respect to the fixed stars during the 
time of exposure. In this way, the 
finding of these bodies is more 
general, with the result that 
sometimes ·several have been 
discovered on one plate. Up to the 
present time the number exceeds 
1000.”

In 2018 the number of asteroids 
discovered has increased somewhat 
and exceeds 780,000!

Past Events of interest
A Lunar Eclipse in 1919, Mysterious Green Lights and a Max Wolf Asteroid Discovery
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C. T. Whitmell
Western Mail

1897 
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Astro-Snippets Part 7 of the Series from SHA Member Paul Haley 

Astro-snippets 7 (AS7) 

AS6 focused on the Groombridge trilogy of journals beginning with Recreative Science in 
1859. In this paper another general science periodical covering the 1860s is explored: the 
Robert Hardwicke (and later, David Bogue) publication Popular Science Review. The full 
title of PSR was: Popular Science Review: A Quarterly Miscellany of Entertaining and 
Instructive Articles on Scientific Subjects. Scientific summaries by subject attempted to keep 
readers informed on the progress of each discipline. Quarterly reviews of new books provide 
another useful way of gaining an insight into the nature of science at this time. Initially PSR 
was edited by James Samuelson (1829-1918) with Henry Lawson (1840-77) taking over in 
1864 and William Sweetland Dallas (1824-90) in 1876. Volumes of PSR for 1862-81 can be 
accessed online from the Biodiversity Heritage Library and the Hathi Trust Digital Library. A 
useful review of popular science journalism at this time has been produced by Ruth Barton.i  

During the 20-year series of PSR ~ 57 astronomical papers were published. The most prolific 
writer was Richard Anthony Proctor (1837-88) with 23 contributions; James Breen (1826-66) 
wrote 6, Robert Hunt (1807-87), Rev. Thomas William Webb (1806-85) and William 
Frederick Denning (1848-1931) produced 4 each, with James Carpenter (1840-99) and 
Edmund Neison (1849-1940) both writing 3 papers. The quarterly Astronomy summary 
provides another valuable source of snippets. In chronological order: 

1862: v.1 
pp. 111-5 The great comet of 1861 [Breen];ii pp. 205-15 Solar chemistry [Hunt] (Fig 1); pp. 
216-22 Optical phenomena of the atmosphere [George Frederick Chambers (1841-1915)]; pp. 299-
309 The Sun and solar phenomena [Breen] (Fig 2);iii pp. 426-37 Primitive astronomy
[Samuelson];pp. 438-43 The physics of a sunbeam [Hunt].
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 128-9 astronomical photography;iv pp. 247-51 death of Prince
Albert / variable stars / Encke’s comet / sunspots; pp. 379-82 figure of the Sun / missing nebula / solar
eclipse of Dec 31st, 1861 / transit of Mercury / new comet / meteors / Saturn’s rings edge-on / Jupiter;v

pp. 511-5 the missing nebula / companion of Sirius / mountains on the Moon / comets / variable stars /
Orion nebula.vi

Miscellanea: pp. 502-5 chronometers and electric clocks; the work of John Hartnup at Liverpool
Observatory.

1863: v.2 
pp. 70-9 The philosophical instruments [Breen];vii pp. 228-35 Mars [Breen] (Fig 3); pp. 466-74 
The telescope [Breen]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 106-9 comets / Mars / nebulae; pp. 262-6 comets / lunar 
mountains / the Elchies telescopeviii / great comet of 1861 [Webb] / companion to Procyon; pp. 419-22 
difference of longitude between Greenwich & Valentia / variable stars / stellar spectra / photographs 
of the Moon / sunspots / Saturn; pp. 548-52 solar & lunar eclipses / spectra of stars [Huggins, Secchi] 
/ Mars [Lassell] / shadow bands / motion of Sun in space / Plato / occultation of κ Cancri / glass 
specula [Key, With] / new comets & planets. 

1864: v.3 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 97-100 Winnecke’s comet / solar parallax / Mars [Lockyer] / 
meridian circle errors / clock drive [Foucault] / solar eyepiece [Dawes] / Jupiter [Buckingham] (Fig 
4); pp. 243-7 contrast effects / depressions on the lunar surface [Key]ix / new comets & planets / Venus 
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Fig 1: Fraunhöfer 
mapped over 570 lines 
in the solar spectrum; 
Brewster & Gladstone 
(1859) divided the 
spectrum into 2000 
portions. From ‘Solar 
Chemistry’ by Robert 
Hunt

Fig	2: 	Solar	eclipse	
diagrams	by	Liais	(1858)	and	
Felitzch	(1860).	The	la@er	
eclipse	was	also	observed	
from	near	Reynosa,	Spain	by	
Breen,	Buckingham	and	Wray.	

Fig	3: 	Mars	in	
1856-62,	including	
drawings	by	James	
Breen	using	the	20-
foot	Cambridge	
Equatorial.	

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig	4: 	Jupiter	in	
1863	by	James	
Buckingham	using	a	
5¼-inch	Wray	
refractor	

Fig. 4

Part 7 of the Series from SHA Member Paul Haley Astro-Snippets
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at inferior conjunction / η Argus / nebulae [Lassell] ; pp. 382-6 photosphere [Dawes, Nasmyth, Stone] 
/ comets / distance of the Moon / Argelander star mapsx / new Wray telescopexi / Nasmyth discoveries / 
Herschel catalogue of nebulae [Auwers]; pp. 515-8 Sirius B / solar photosphere [Dawes / Nasmyth / 
Stone] / solar photography / η Argus / Uranus. 

1865: v.4 
pp. 145-56 The source of heat in the Sun [Hunt]; pp. 311-23 The physical phenomena of other 
worlds [Hunt]; pp. 403-18 Balloon ascents and their scientific importance [James Glaisher (1809-

1903)] (Fig 5); pp. 612-21 The Moon [Breen]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 100-3 transit of Venus 1882 [Airy] / sunspot period [Wolf] / 
transit sources of error / Orion nebula / Ely solar photographs 1863-4 [Selwyn] / meteoric science 
[Herschel] / µ Herculis / Chinese solar eclipse records; pp. 230-3 lunar surface [Webb] / solar 
meteors / contrast effects / object glass designs [Pritchard]; pp. 368-73 Sirius orbit [Auwers] / 
diameter of Sirius [Chacornac] / Sun’s photosphere [De la Rue, Carrington] / Mars / Comet I. Of 
1864 [Tebbutt] / accuracy of star catalogues [Stone] / transit instruments and circles [Airy] / Venus / 
Malta observations [Lassell] / radiant points of shooting stars [Herschel] / spectrum of ε Piscium 
during occultation [Huggins]; pp. 503-5 transit of Venus 1882 [Airy] / distance of Moon [Stone] / 
sunspot periods [Max Wolf] / spectra of nebulae [Secchi, Huggins] / sunspots [Secchi]. 

1866: v.5 
pp. 279-89 How to work with the telescope [Proctor]; pp. 462-72 part 2 [Proctor].  
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 91-5 Sun’s photosphere [De la Rue, Stewart, Loewy] / solar 
eclipse and size of Moon / comets / Melbourne telescope / Steinheil’s new telescope / geodesy; pp. 224-
8 RAS gold medal to Adams / Pyramid investigations [Smyth] / Cooke refractor [De la Rue]xii / comets 
[Huggins] / photosphere [Faye, Delauney]; pp. 355-8 3rd magnitude nova / lunar tides ; pp. 485-90 BA 
meeting – luminous meteor committeexiii / BA – the Moon committeexiv / Kew heliograph measures / 
density of the Earth / the Sun [Goldschmidt, Faye / photosphere [Huggins] / stellar spectra [Secchi]xv / 
death of Goldschmidt at Fontainbleau .. and also James Breen. 

1867: v.6 
pp. 22-32 Planet Mars in Jan 1867 [Proctor] (Fig 6); pp. 248-57 Jupiter without satellites 
[Proctor]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 80-7 November meteors / Sun researches [De la Rue / Stewart / 
Loewy] / solar spectrum [Lockyer] / Linneus [Schmidt]; pp. 196-9 solar spectrum [Angstrom] / solar 
spots [Kirchoff] / Linné [Secchi] / November meteors / comets & meteors / difference of longitude 
between Newfoundland and Valencia; pp. 309-13 November meteors / distribution of nebulae 
[Cleveland Abbe] / Mars [Browning, Huggins] / double star measures [Dawes] / solar parallax 
[Stone]; pp. 441-8 Perseids 1867 [Secchi] / direct-vision spectroscope [Secchi] / lunar maps [Birt]xvi / 
discovery of the ‘dusky-ring’ of Saturn [Chambers] / lunar crater Alhazen [Birt] / Vega comites / solar 
eclipse plans [Tennant] / Kew heliograph / lunar committee [Birt] / Linné / meteor spectra [Herschel] 
/ comets & meteors [G.J. Stoney].  

1868: v.7 
pp. 263-74 The great eclipse of Aug 17, 1868 [Proctor].xvii 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 81-5 RAS gold medal [Huggins, Miller] / Jupiter without satellites 
/ lunar changes / large object glassesxviii / death of Lord Rosse, Lord Wrottesley and Sir James South; 
pp. 191-5 plans for the August eclipse / RAS gold medal to Le Verrier / November 1867 meteors / Mars 
rotation [Proctor] / heat of the Moon / Newall 25-inch progress / nebula change [Key]xix / Linné 
[Webb] / death of Rev. W.R. Dawes ; pp. 308-11 Sirius motion in space [Huggins] / Brorsen’s comet / 
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Fig	5: 	The	balloon	
ascent	instruments	
used	by	James	
Glaisher	&	Henry	
Coxwell	during	the	
1860s		

Fig. 5

Fig	6: 	A	representaXon	of	
Mars	in	1867	January	by	Richard	
Proctor,	using	drawings	from	
1858-64	by	De	la	Rue,	Lockyer,	
Phillips	and	Dawes	

Fig.
  6

Fig	7 	Mars	
nomenclature	used	
in	the	1860s	

Fig.
  7
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red star spectra [Secchi] / η Argus / Mars globe [Browning] / Orion nebula observations by Lord 
Rosse; pp. 417-20 spectrum analysis of Comet II. 1868 [Huggins] / solar eclipse results [Janssen, 
Tennant] / latitude of Greenwich Observatory [Stone] / η Argus / 100th asteroid / new driving clock for 
equatorials [Cooke] / Piedmont meteorite. 

1869: v.8 
pp. 39-50 The planet Mars in Feb 1869 [Proctor] (Fig 7 & 8);xx pp. 141-9 The use of the 
spectroscope in astronomical observation [Proctor] (Fig 9 & 10);xxi pp. 252-60 The planet 
Saturn in July 1869 [Proctor]; pp. 335-49 The composition of the Sun & other heavenly bodies 
by the spectrum [William Allen Miller (1817-70)] (Fig 11);xxii pp. 358-68 Fixed stars [Proctor]; pp. 
400-7 Chemistry of a comet [Edward Divers (1837-1912)].
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 79-82 solar prominences [Lockyer] / transit of Mercury /
November meteors / solar parallax; pp. 178-82 transits of Venus [De la Rue] / solar eclipse [Tennant]
/ nebula hypothesis [Laplace] / Linné; pp. 296-300 transit of Venus 1769 / 1874 [Proctor] / 4th type of
stellar spectra [Secchi] / mounting finders [Browning] / Universe theory [Proctor]; pp. 418-22 solar
eclipse of August 7 / search for intra-Mercurial planets / heat from the Moon / theory of comets
[Tyndall] / transits of Venus, photography [Tennant], elements [Hind], maps [Proctor] / Browning
star spectroscope / November meteors.

1870: v.9 
pp. 1-14 The heat of the Moon [Carpenter] (Fig 12);xxiii pp. 127-37 The planet Jupiter 1869-70 
[Webb];xxiv pp. 355-65 What fills the star depths [Proctor]; pp. 378-90 Greenwich time and its 
telegraphic distribution [William Ellis (1828-1916)];xxv pp. 378-90 The Sun’s corona [Proctor]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 75-9 η Argus nebula / flint prism correctors for dispersion  / 
transits of Venus [Proctor] / aurora, zodiacal light & corona [Angstrom] / solar prominences 
[Zöllner] / Jupiter belt colours [Browning] / measuring star-discs [Proctor] / transits & spectroscope 
[Young ; pp. 188-93 RAS gold medal & Paris Observatory [Delauney] / measuring spectral lines 
[Browning] / transit photography [Proctor] / dispersion correction / Milky Way theory [Proctor] / 
Sun’s corona / new observatory [Carrington] / Sun’s motion in space & star-drift [Proctor] / Kew 
photo-heliograph observations for 1869 / comets & meteors (Kirkwood] ; pp. 302-5; pp. 417-21 
December eclipse / Sun’s corona / α Centauri orbit / prominence spectrum (Young) / Sun (Zöllner) / 
Jupiter colour. 

1871: v.10 
pp. 37-51 The eclipse expeditions [Proctor]; pp. 130-40 The issues of the late eclipse [Carpenter]; 
pp. 276-83 Observation of Jupiter 1870-1 [Webb];xxvi pp. 398-412 Star streams and sprays 
[Proctor]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 78-83 zodiacal light [Proctor] / Jupiter [Browning] / 
spectroscopes [Browning, Grubb] / satellites of Uranus; pp. 192-9 solar eclipse of December 22 / Kew 
sunspot measures in 1870 / new Orion variable [Webb] / Jupiter colours [Ranyard] / proper motion 
[Lynn] / transit of Venus [Hansen, Proctor]; pp. 305-13 death of Sir John Herschel / spectrum of 
Uranus [Huggins] / Jupiter colours [Browning] / spectroscope designs / solar eclipse of December 11, 
1871 / Greenwich observations of last eclipse / solar corona [Proctor, Young] / zodiacal light [Birt] / 
binary stars ζ Herculis & ζ Cancri [W.E. Plummer] / Winnecke’s new comet / isographic star chart 
[Proctor] / Mars [Joynson]; pp. 424-9 eclipse of December 12, 1871 / annual parallax of planetary 
nebula [Gill] / η Argus [Abbott] / star depths [Proctor] / Jupiter changes [Ranyard]. 
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Fig	8: 	More	‘ideal	
views’	of	Mars	for	the	
1869	February	
opposiXon	by	Proctor,	
using	a	larger	series	of	
Dawes	drawings	
projected	onto	a	globe	

Fig.
  8

Fig.
  9

Fig.
 10

Figs	9	&10:	Spectroscope	
equipment	described	by	
Proctor	in	1869	

Fig	11: 	Spectrum	
analysis	by	William	
Miller	in	1869	

Fig. 11

Fig	12: 	Measuring	the	heat	of	the	Moon:	
AA=rays	from	telescope;	BB=concave	mirrors;	
CC=4	pairs	of	bismuth	&	anXmony	plates;	
DD=wires	to	reflecXng	galvanometer	E;	F=lamp;	
G=scale	
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1872: v.11 
pp. 43-59 Strange news about the solar prominences [Proctor] (Fig. 13); pp. 136-46 The 
eclipse of last December [Proctor]; pp. 267-82 Greenwich Observatory [Carpenter]; pp. 381-90 
News from the stars [Proctor]. 

Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 79-82 solar eclipse of December 12, 
1871 / records of former eclipses [Ranyard] / solar outburst [Young] / solar 
corona [Proctor] / η Argus controversy / Encke’s comet [Carpenter] / Milky 
Way structure [Proctor] / Cordoba Observatory [Gould]; pp. 191-5 RAS 
gold medal [Schiaparelli] / eclipse of December 12, 1871 / spectrum of 
zodiacal light [Liais] / spectrum of aurora [Perry] / photosphere 
temperature & solar prominences [Secchi] / November meteors / sunspot 
period ; pp. 303-7 last solar eclipse / densities of Jupiter’s satellites 
[Proctor] / Castor orbit / spider web diffraction [Noble] / spectrum of 
zodiacal light [Respighi, Smyth] / proper motions [Huggins]; pp. 414-7 BA 
meeting – solar corona, spectroscopic observations of nebulae & stellar 
motions [De la Rue]. 

1873: v.12 
pp. 139-49 The lost comet and the meteor train [Proctor]; pp. 234-42 
How to sketch the Moon [Webb]; pp. 348-58 News from Jupiter 
[Proctor]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 84-7 November meteors / origin of the 
Leonids [Proctor] / previous appearances of Comet I. 1866 [Hind]; pp. 
200-4 transits of Venus / RAS squabbles /observing  solar prominences [Tupman]; pp. 299-303 transit
of Venus plans / American plans / Russian plans / Procyon [Struve] / trans-Atlantic cables for
messaging / Kew sunspots for 1872; pp. 419-23 transit of Venus plans / solar eclipse images of Dec 11-
2, 1871 [Oudemans] / heat of the Moon [Rosse] / 1882 transit [Proctor] / Jupiter in 1873 [Knobel].

1874: v.13 
pp. 350-61 Classification of comets [Proctor]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 78-82 new driving-clock for equatorials [Lord Lindsay, Gill] / 
magnesium lines in solar spectrum [Tacchini] / aurora borealis, solar scoriae [Faye] / lunar 
atmosphere [Neison] / solar diameter [Respighi] ; pp. 203-5 RAS gold medal [Newcomb] / Burlington 
House / Monthly Notices / astronomer deaths / map of the Moon [Schmidt]xxvii / diameter of Venus 
[Plummer]; pp. 305-10 transit of Venus, photographic plans, Cape Town observations / companion of 
Procyon [Struve] / solar parallax by observations of Juno [Lord Lindsay, Gill] / variability of red stars 
[Birmingham]xxviii / Coggia’s comet / solar photosphere [Langley] / RAS squabbles; pp. 424-8 transit 
of Venus [Faye]xxix / solar eclipses memoir, solar eclipse images from December 12, 1871 [Ranyard] / 
solar eclipse of April 16, 1874 [Stone].xxx 

1875: v.14 
pp. 20-8 Nebula hypothesis: its present condition [John Issac Plummer (1845-1925)]; pp. 264-77 
Past and coming transits and arctic exploration [Proctor].xxxi 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 88-93 transit of Venus on Dec 9 / solar parallax [Galle] / Bogota 
Observatory / satellites of Uranus [Holden] / lunar theory [Delauney] / minor planet orbits 
[Kirkwood] / zodiacal light [Plummer]; pp. 193-9 transit of Venusxxxii / RAS squabbles / eclipse of 
April 6 / solar diameter periodicity ; pp. 305-10 Greenwich reportxxxiii / eclipse of April 6 / transit of 
Venus photography, uncertainties / 61 Geminorum [Webb] / Monthly Notices; pp. 418-22 De la Rue 

Fig 13: Solar prominences 
were grouped into ‘heaps, jets 
and plumes’ by Angelo Secchi 
in Rome. 
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telescopes at Oxford / minor planets / solar study [Langley] / death of d’Arrest & Joseph Winlock / 
Encke’s comet / double stars [Doberck]. 

1876: v.15 
pp. 351-63 Astronomy in America [Proctor].xxxiv 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 98-101 sunspot cycle [Selwyn] / Moon depressions [Key, With] / 
Mars [Terby] / minor planets / Jupiter / satellites of Uranus [Newcomb] / Paris Observatory / 7-inch 
Dollond / Stretton Rectory observatory [Key]xxxv / Vienna objective [Grubb] / 1.2-m reflector at 
Parisxxxvi; pp. 202-5 binary orbits / star spectra / Pleiades study [Charles Wolf] / Ring nebula; pp. 315-
9 Sun / binary stars [Dembowski]; pp. 420-3 Moon’s motion in longitude [Newcomb] / Venus 
atmosphere / Venus photometry [Plummer] / Saturn’s rings [Trouvelot]. 

1877: v.16 
pp. 38-50 Conditions of the larger planets [Proctor]; pp. 235-49 Mars in the autumn of 1877 
[Proctor]; pp. 390-401 Meteorites and the origin of life [Walter Flight (1841-85)]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 88-92 Sun’s rotation [Young] / spectroscopic measures of motion 
[Airy] / spectra of planets [Vogel] / sunspots & climate [Langley] / equatorial motion with alt-azimuth 
[Lord Lindsay] / new star in Cygnus [Schmidt]; pp. 191-4 photographing spectra [Draper, Huggins] / 
Procyon illusion / α Centauri orbit [Hind] / Saturn’s rotation [Hall] / Mars charts; pp. 302-7 nebulae, 
distances of the stars [Stone] / Ascension expedition, opposition of Ariadne [Gill] / great meteor of 
March 17 [Tupman]; pp. 416-21 Oxygen in the Sun [Draper] / Cygnus nova changed into planetary 
[Lord Lindsay] / Martian moons [Hall] / comet spectra, flats on lunar limb [Copeland] / Moon’s 
longitude. 

1878: v.17 
pp. 230-42 On some recent contributions to the theory of the motion of the Moon [Neison]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 94-8 solar parallax / Mars [Green] / proper motions 
[Flammarion]; pp. 202-6 solar parallax [Stone] / star distribution [Sidney Waters] / solar granules 
[Janssen] / Venus [Christie] / radiant points [Denning]; pp. 308-12 solar parallax / transit 
photography [Airy] / transit of Mercury / 1871 image of solar granules [Rutherford] / oxygen lines in 
the Sun [Christie] / infra-red photography [Abney]; pp. 425-8 solar eclipse of July 29, corona 
spectrum / Vulcan / magnetic & electric action in the Sun’s atmosphere [Cornu]. 

1879: v.18 
pp. 138-46 Supposed new crater on the Moon [Neison]; pp. 385-94 The most powerful 
telescope in existence [Neison].xxxvii 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 85-8 solar eclipse photographs [Ranyard] / meteoric theory of 
corona [Penrose] / meteor showers [Denning] / intra-Mercurial planets [Swift] / short period comets; 
pp. 196-9 meteoric dust [Ranyard] / lunar crater Hyginus [Copeland] / Bedford catalogue challenged 
[Sadler] / occultation observation [Christie]; pp. 308-13 oxygen in the Sun [Draper] / Mira Ceti / 
Sadler-Smyth controversy / Brorsen’s comet spectra [Airy]; pp. 417-21 Biela’s comet / Ascension solar 
parallax [Gill] / tidal theory for satellites {G.H. Darwin] / Babylonian astronomy. 

1880: v.19 
pp. 13-29 Meteors and meteor systems [Denning]; pp. 236-47 Sunspots and British weather 
[Dallas]; pp. 322-35 The August meteors [Denning]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 78-82 Mars [Adams] / secular acceleration of Moon / new 
planetary nebula [Webb] / solar parallax [Downing] / Leonids / Jupiter [Neison, Webb] / Martian 
satellites [Common]; pp. 167-72 occultation of 64 Aquarii by Jupiter [Ellery] / star systems [Stone] / 
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Pleiades nebulosity / lunar changes / February comet [Gill]; pp. 266-72 solar parallax [Gill] / transit 
of Venus 1882 / ultra-Neptunian planets [G. Forbes] / Earth’s axis variation [Downing] / Winnecke’s 
comet [Oppolozer] / great southern comet, 1880; pp. 358-64 secular acceleration of Moon [Airy] / 
progress of astronomy in 1879 [Dreyer] / figure of Mars [Young] / ultra-Neptunian planet [Forbes] / 
Faye’s comet / 2 new planetary nebulae [E.C. Pickering]. 

1881: v.20 
pp. 1-13 The planet Jupiter in October & November 1880 [Denning]; pp. 207-20 The centenary 
of the discovery of Uranus [Denning]; pp. 327-9 On the formation of the tails of comets [Hervé 
Faye (1814-1902)]. 
Scientific summary, Astronomy: pp. 68-71 secular acceleration of Moon [Airy] Jupiter activity 
[Schmidt] /Hartwigg’s comet / Swift’s comet / Faye’s comet ; pp. 173-7 Moon libration  [Hartwig, 
Pritchard] / Mars diameter [Downing] / Vesta diameter [Tacchini] / Jupiter activity / Swift’s comet / 
Pechüle’s comet / Milky Way extension [Searle] / star parallaxes; pp. 358-62 solar parallax [Gill, 
Puiseux] / Comet b, 1881 observations / comets / Cape catalogue [Stone] / resignation of Astronomer 
Royal [Airy]. 

This paper summarises the great wealth of information that can be researched online from the 
20 volumes of Popular Science Review. Spending some time dipping into the astronomical 
world of 1863-81 is recommended to all readers of this Bulletin! 

Please contact SHA member Paul Haley with any feedback or suggestions for this series: 
E: pahastro@aol.com  

Notes 

i Barton, Ruth, ‘Just before Nature: The Purpose of Science and the Purposes of Popularizaton in some English 
Popular Science Journals of the 1860s’, Annals of Science, 55 (1998), pp. 1-33. 

ii The large bright comet C/1861 J1 had appeared in the UK in June but faded after a week. Irish astronomer James 
Breen observed it with James Buckingham’s 5-inch achromat and William Wray with a 7-inch instrument. 

iii Breen, Buckingham and Wray observed the 1860 July solar eclipse from near Reynosa, Spain. 

iv Warren De la Rue paper to the British Association ... 3-foot Sun pictures with 12-inch telescope in < 1/20 second 
... prominences in 20-60 seconds ... star groups for ‘mapping down the stars’. 

v The December observations of Mr. Buckingham and Mr. Wray are highlighted ... 7-inch objective. 

vi William Lassell at Malta with 4-foot reflector ... new star in Trapezium. 

vii The International Exhibition of 1862 included Buckingham’s 20-inch refractor of 28-foot focus with optics by 
Wray. 

viii Ross equatorial of 11-inch aperture and 16-feet focus, owned by J.W. Grant of Elchies, Morayshire ... Charles 
Piazzi Smyth confirmed quality of instrument on double star tests. 

ix Rev. Henry Cooper Key (1819-79) observed depression on lunar limb using an un-silvered 12-inch mirror (also 
observed by Webb 10 days later) ... best viewed 3-4 days after greatest SE libration. 

x Friedrich Wilhelm Argelander worked for 7 years (625 nights) on his catalogue of 324,198 stars, visible in the 
northern hemisphere with a telescope of 4½-foot focus; October proved the best month in Bonn for observing. 

xi Wray 8-inch achromatic telescope of 8-foot focus, tested first on March 12. 

xii Cooke & Sons, of York, producing a 13-inch photographic refractor of 10-foot focus for De la Rue’s solar & lunar 
photography work. 
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xiii  A trial of meteor spectroscopy was planned, using 3 Browning binocular spectroscopes with a field of view wide 
enough to observe 7 stars of Ursa Major. Results proved unsuccessful. 

xiv BA grant of £120 (c. £10,800 today) to use lunar photography to construct a 100-inch map of the Moon; an 
enlargement to 10-inches of a De la Rue image being used by Birt to identify coordinates of 23 points from Beer & 
Madler’s 1834-7 map. 

xv Secchi proposed 3 classes of stellar spectra, based on his observations with a power of 200x on the 9-inch Merz 
refractor. 

xvi Birt was working on a scale of 200-inch to the Moon’s diameter. He marked 203 objects (in red) within an area 0⁰ 
and 6⁰ West longitude, and 0⁰ and 10⁰ South latitude; observations showing any variation in position would be 
marked in black. 

xvii In the 1860 solar eclipse in Spain totality lasted up to 3½ minutes. The 1868 eclipse excited astronomers as over 
5 minutes was predicted across the Indian sub-continent. 

xviii  A 25-inch objective for Mr. Newall by Cooke & Sons had been tested. Mr. Buckingham, of Walworth, had 
upgraded his 20-inch to 21¼-inch aperture; both objectives produced by Wray. 

xix Key had upgraded to an 18-inch mirror of 10-foot focus in his observatory at Stretton Rectory; one of his 12-inch 
mirrors was purchased by David Gill, of Aberdeen. Key used a power of 510x to detect two rings in the planetary 
nebula, 45 Herschel, iv. 

xx Proctor’s 2nd paper on Mars is packed with the observations of many observers – fascinating! 

xxi Proctor again excels with details of various designs of spectroscope. 

xxii  This paper was Miller’s inspiring lecture delivered in Exeter in 1869 August in his penultimate year. The 
contribution of his work to the success of Huggins is perhaps under-credited. 

xxiii  Carpenter’s fascinating paper reviews most of the important investigations. 

xxiv Webb used his 9⅓-inch silvered glass reflector, usually with a power of 210x, observing Jupiter on 40 nights 
between 1869 October and 1870 March. 

xxv An interesting summary of how time was then distributed. 

xxvi Webb continued his Jupiter study through a second opposition, observing on 49 nights between 1870 November 
and 1871 April. 

xxvii  Schmidt worked for 34 years to produce a 2-metre map of the Moon; funding needed to publish work. 

xxviii  Birmingham was checking red stars listed in the 1866 catalogue of Hans Schjellerup. 

xxix Faye described the plans for the expedition to St Paul’s Island to be led by Ernest Mouchez. 

xxx Stone gives a detailed description of his observations from Klipfontein. 

xxxi  Proctor includes a partial translation of Mouchez’s observation of the 1874 Transit of Venus from St. Paul’s 
Island. 

xxxii  Various observations of the transit of Venus, including Mauritius. 

xxxiii  Airy had completed 40 years as Astronomer Royal.  

xxxiv  Proctor visited America in 1873-4 and 1875-6 travelling to over a dozen cities. This paper provides an 
interesting summary of the development of observatories across the USA. 

xxxv Key ordered an 18-inch mirror from George With. The original Key 18-inch mirror is in the Edinburgh Science 
Store; the With 18-inch mirror is on loan to Hereford Museum from the BAA. 

xxxvi  The 1.2-m mirror at Paris Observatory proved disappointing due to flexure problems. However, it was used by 
Charles Wolf for some early photographic work in 1879. 

xxxvii  Neison explains his reasons for the Ealing Observatory 37½-inch, 20-foot silvered-glass reflector, completed in 
1879 August by Ainslie Common and George Calver, to be regarded as the ‘most powerful telescope in existence’. 
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The Victorian Amateur Astronomer: 
Independent Astronomical Research in 
Britain 1820-1920. 

Author: Allan Chapman 

First published in 1998 by John Wiley 
& Sons in association with Praxis 
Publishing, Chichester. Second 
edition, December 2017, by 
Gracewing Publishing, Leominster.   
ISBN 978 1 78182 010 0 cased 
edition, 978 0 85244 544 0 paperback. 
Pp 428 + i-xix, illustrated with 80 
plates.  £40 (hbk), £25 (pbk). 

In the preface to her little book, The 
Telescope: a familiar sketch, the Rt. Hon. 
Mrs Mary Ward, wrote these words a 
hundred and fifty years ago, here slightly 
paraphrased for brevity: ’The warm 
interest, the almost personal affection that 
can be felt for the well-known planet, the 
familiar constellation, the double star that 
has been scanned with the little telescope 
is no matter of speculation. The delight at 
the first appearance in the autumn of 
glorious Orion, the satisfaction when 
Jupiter is again descried after being some 
months concealed by the Sun’s beams, are 
feelings yearly experienced  by us and 
little influenced by time, place, or even 
circumstances.’   

Mary Ward, as well as being a 
microscopist, was a lover of astronomy, a 

keen amateur observer using a two-inch 
refracting telescope. Her first cousin, 
William Parsons, 3rd Earl of Rosse, was 
what Allan Chapman describes as a ‘Grand 
Amateur’, having the means to fund and 
operate from 1845 the largest reflecting 
telescope that the world had ever seen, the 
72-inch Leviathan of Parsonstown, in his
research of the deep universe.

Allan Chapman’s book, first written 
twenty years ago and long out of print, 
describes both aspects of amateur 
astronomy in Britain in the nineteenth 
century and puts them into perspective. 
This book is less about what was 
discovered as it is about how and who 
were doing the self-financed fundamental 
research or those less well-off amateurs 
who were contemplating the heavens for 
its own sake. 

The Victorian Amateur Astronomer is 
organised into three parts, totalling fifteen 
chapters.  

Part 1. The Grand Amateurs: 

Following the political successes at 
Trafalgar and Waterloo, Britain saw no 
need to invoke the development of science 
in UK universities to bolster its national 
self-confidence.  Institutionalised science, 
particularly astronomy, was not funded to 
the extent that it was on the Continent. At 
the Greenwich Royal Observatory, 
positional astronomy as an aid to 
navigation and time-keeping was 
paramount, not observational astronomy to 
study the surfaces of solar system objects 
or explore the deep sky.  

However there were self-made individuals, 
like those in the Herschel family, for which 
astronomy was worth paying for out of 
their own pocket. William Herschel had 
already made a name for himself by the 
discovery of the planet Uranus in 1781 and 
by so doing had attracted Royal patronage 
and national and international acclaim. He 
went on to sweep the sky for the elusive 
nebulae with the great 48-inch reflector at 
Slough, whilst his assistant, his sister, 
Caroline, independently discovered eight 
comets. This fundamental research into the 
structure of the Milky Way was followed a 
generation later by William’s son, John, 
financed by William’s lucrative telescope 
making interests but probably from money 
inherited when William married the 

independently wealthy Mary Pitt (nee’ 
Baldwin) in 1788.  John Herschel extended 
his father’s sky survey into the southern 
hemisphere, setting precedence for home-
grown independent astronomical research. 

The high cost of big aperture reflecting and 
refracting telescopes was prohibitive 
except to a few Grand Amateurs, a term 
that the author first introduced in 1988 
when describing the work of Liverpool 
brewer, William Lassell. Lassell’s own 
interest was in observing the planets, 
particularly Saturn, first with a 9-inch, then 
a 24-inch and eventually a 48-inch 
Newtonian reflector paid for by the 
lucrative business of brewing ale. Inherited 
money also financed big astronomy; mid-
century, the 3rd Earl of Rosse had trumped 
what Chapman calls the big telescope 
brigade with his Leviathan of 
Parsonstown, a 72-inch Newtonian 
mounted in the grounds of Birr Castle, Co. 
Offaly.  

Brewing crops up several times in 
financing home-grown astronomical 
research in the UK but other industries 
financed UK astronomy including 
engineering, carpet manufacturing and 
even biscuit making. These Grand 
Amateur entrepreneurs were self-made 
men, often possessing a university 
education and the wherewithal to travel 
around in the UK and abroad. They had the 
flexibility and independence to study 
whatever aspect of astronomy appealed to 
them and to discuss their hobby as equals 
in what was essentially their London club, 
the Royal Astronomical Society either via 
its publications and meetings or at table in 
the R.A.S. Dining Club. Founded as the 
Astronomical Society of London  in 1820, 
the R.A.S. is the oldest scientific society in 
the world devoted to astronomy. 

It wasn’t until the last decades of the 19th C 
that UK universities began to finance 
fundamental institutional astronomical 
research and provide professional quality 
observatories and equipment, sometimes 
pre-owned and donated by wealthy 
amateurs, that the age of the Grand 
Amateur came to an end. 

Part 2. Poor, obscure and self-taught: 
astronomy and the working class: 

While the Grand Amateurs could finance 
private astronomical research from their 
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own deep pockets, another group of 
individuals, lacking the resources and 
leisure time to make a serious contribution 
to fundamental research and often working 
in isolation were nevertheless active in 
observational astronomy. In the first half 
of the 19thC, amateur astronomy rapidly 
developed as a hobby in Britain. Even the 
poorer members of the working class 
society with small refractors, costing 
several months wages, were studying the 
night sky. Metal mirrors were difficult to 
figure and keep polished but after 1860 
when the materials and the technology to 
make silver-on-glass reflectors became 
available, larger telescope could be home-
made. Self-taught astronomy began to 
flourish in Britain fuelled by the 
availability of ‘popular’, non-
mathematical, books written for the 
amateur and that widely-read publication, 
the English Mechanic, spread the word and 
encouraged sharing of knowledge among 
the working class. 

Organisations such as the Literary and 
Philosophical Societies already catered for 
a growing interest in science among the 
professional class and the Mechanics 
Institute promoted similar subjects via the 
very popular public lectures by leading 
proponents of a wide range of subjects.  
But after 1860 and the founding of 
provincial astronomical societies that 
organised amateur astronomical societies 
encouraged a spectacular growth in the 
science at a more affordable level. This 
culminated in 1890 with the founding of 
the British Astronomical Association. Of 
particular note is that these societies also 
included women, some of whom played an 
active role in the management and running 
of the societies and were active in giving 
popular lectures on the subject across the 
UK.  Nevertheless, women were still 
excluded from joining the RAS until 
January 1916.  

Part 3. The rise of the leisured enthusiast: 

In the last decades of the 19thC, the 
founding of ‘Victoria’ universities at 
Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds and Belfast 
and elsewhere provided the needs of the 
growing provincial cities.  There was a 
growth in civic museums and parks and in 
astronomy the provision of facilities, 
including observatories that had hitherto 
only been available to select individuals. 
Middle-class professionals and business 
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men, neither Grand-Amateur nor working 
class could pursue their scientific hobbies. 
Clergymen, such as the Reverends Thomas 
W. Webb, Thomas H. E.C. Espin and
Edward L. Berthon, used their leisure time
in making observations, writing about
amateur astronomy or designing and
making affordable equipment, while the
provincial astronomical societies catered
for both active and ‘arm-chair’
astronomers. Affordable telescopes by
Browning, Dolland and Cooke also
furthered the science. By the end of the
century an amateur astronomical
community had come into being;
essentially what we now have today.

The chapters are liberally sprinkled with 
references that are compiled into a 
comprehensive list totalling over a hundred 
pages of detailed notes and references at 
the end of the book. These are followed by 
a page of errata to the first edition. This is 
the reviewer’s only minor criticism:  for 
technical reasons, to avoid major 
repagination to correct the known errors 
from the first edition, these remain in the 
body of the present text. A twenty page 
index concludes the book. 

This second edition of the Victorian 
Amateur Astronomer is still the most 
readable and comprehensive study on the 
subject written in the 20th C. In 2002, the 
first edition of this book was the 
inspiration for the founding of the Society 
for the History of Astronomy that has since 
gleaned many more examples of Victorian 
amateur astronomers and their activities in 
Britain and in the USA. Two decades on 
we have completed the circle and this 
second edition, essentially a re-printed 
version of the first, has been long overdue 
and is most welcome. It is to be hoped that 
there will be a third, expanded and more 
fully revised edition in the not too distant 
future. 

The author: 

Allan Chapman is a graduate of the 
University of Lancaster, receiving his 
D.Phil. from the University of Oxford. He
was the 2015 Jackson-Gwilt Medallist of
the Royal Astronomical Society.  Author of
elven other books on the history of
science, particularly astronomy and
medicine, he teaches in the Faculty of
History at Oxford University, is a Member
of Wadham College and an associate
Member of Christ Church Senior Common

Room, Oxford. He was elected Honorary 
President of the Society for the History of 
Astronomy at its founding at Wadham 
College in 2002. 

Biographical note about the reviewer: 

Kevin Kilburn is a Hon. Life Member of 
Manchester Astronomical Society and a 
regular contributor to the BAA Solar 
Section. He was a founder member of the 
Society for the History of Astronomy, 
becoming its secretary during its formative 
years. He retired as SHA vice chairman in 
2015. His observing interests include lunar, 
solar and wide-field astrophotography from 
his home in the Staffordshire Moorlands.  

Kevin	Kilburn	
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The Pleiades – A letter from John Ellard Gore 
to the English Mechanic 1874

"Having lately remarked that η Tauri – the 
Lucida of the Pleiades – had apparently 
brightened, being quite as bright , if not brighter 
then ζ Persei, I looked at it a few nights since 
with my 3 in. refractor, and was surprised to find 
that the small star near it, the nearest forming a 
small triangle, was brighter than I have ever seen 
it before; it seems fully a magnitude brighter than 
the other two, forming the triangle. Have these 
small stars ever been suspected of being 
variable? J.E.G.
Puttial, Punjab, 30th March 1874."

Amateur astronomer John Ellard Gore was in 
India working for the government public works 
department in Punjab, building the Sirhind 
canal. He returned to Ireland in 1877 where he 
remained for the rest of his life. He retained his 
interest in variable stars and was Director of the 
Variable Star section of the British Astronomical 
Association between 1890 and 1899. 

Astronomer Focus 
from the SHA Editors

John Ellard Gore



The Town Clerk, Edwardian SETI and the girl from Mars by Brian Faulkner

'I believe I am the only scientist on this 
planet who took the trouble to pay for 
a message to be sent to Mars at the 
critical time when we were nearest 
together, so that if the Martians were 
listening they would have something to 
hear.'  

So said Dr Hugh Mansfield Robinson after 
walking into the Central Telegraph Office 
near St. Pauls Cathedral on 27th October 
1926, and handing in a telegram to be sent 
to the Red Planet. 

Robinson was born in Howrah, West 
Bengal around 1865 but the 1871 census 
shows the family now living in Yardley, 
Worcestershire, his father being a railway 
carriage superintendent. In 1895 he 
married Florence Holt and by 1911 was a 
solicitor and Town Clerk of Shoreditch, 
living in Hatfield Heath, Harlow.(See 
Figure 1.)  

Figure 1: Dr. Hugh Mansfield Robinson – 
Vestry Clerk of Shoreditch 1891-1899 & 
Town Clerk of Shoreditch 1900-1911 

(Editor Note: Images of Robinson are few. This 
oil painting in poor condition is provided 
courtesy of Hackney Archives for non-
commercial use.)  

He claimed to have first heard from the 
Martians in 1918 and confided that his 
astral body had visited Mars on several 
occasions, travelling 35000000 miles in 
four minutes. ‘It was an amazing 
experience. In front of me I saw a huge red 
globe and I travelled on, holding the hand 
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of my guide.’ He described a planet 
populated by men seven to eight feet tall 
and ladies over six feet. 'They have large 
ears sticking out on each side of the head, a 
huge shock of hair massed high, and a 
Chinese cast of features.'  

They were, he said, intensely religious 
beings, who treat atheism as a form of 
insanity. 'They have great airships run by 
electricity. All their power is electrical, run 
from the harnessing of the canals and 
waterfalls in the mountains. They are 
consequently many generations in advance 
of us in wireless knowledge.’ According to 
Robinson, in their society, labour strikes 
were unknown, the population was 
decentralised out of cities and included a 
lower caste of beings lacking in 
intelligence, with heads shaped like that of 
a walrus. ‘They treat and electrify their 
fruit in a peculiar way so that a fruit 
resembling an apple contains all the 
constituents necessary for the human body 
and three of them will make a complete 
meal for the day.’ he added. 

Robinson wasn’t the first to claim to have 
made contact with Martians. In 1901, 
Nikola Tesla, American inventor and 
futurist, believed he received three 
magnetic signals from Mars at his 
Colorado Observatory and seven years 
later, in Baltimore, a Johns Hopkins 
University professor, R. W. Wood, hoped 
to observe life on the red planet with a new 
mercury telescope. 

Dr. Robinson seems more of a fanatic 
though and was quite taken by a Martian 
lady called, Oomaruru (See Figure 2.) and 
claimed to be in regular telepathic contact 
with her. She wore a very artistic flowing 
green dress and was, 'very fair, with a 
sweet face and big ears that did not 
especially detract from her beauty.’ 
Oomaruru, whose name he said, meant 
'loved one', was a close friend of the 
director of Mars' biggest wireless station 
and her help, Robinson hoped to convince 
the world of his interplanetary psychic 
wanderings. He always knew when the 
Martians were wanting to communicate 
because, ‘there is a pain in my left temple 
– their way of ringing me up.’ He also said
he was in touch with a Martian giant
known as Pawleenoos.

In October 1926, Mars was 8 million miles 
closer to Earth than average and 
astronomers all over the world were eager 
to make observations. Dr. Robinson had 
other ideas and on 27th October, walked 
into the Central Telegraph Office (CTO) 
near St Paul's and handed the clerk a 
missive written in a mysterious language 
he claimed was Martian, 'Opesti nipitia 

Figure 2: Sketch of Oomaruru from the 
Healdbury Tribune, November 1928 
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secomba.' Robinson explained that the 
Martians had asked him to send the 
message as part of an experiment to prove 
the feasibility of extra-terrestrial 
communications. The Post Office had no 
precedent for such a long-distance message 
but was very happy to take Robinson's 
money. An official from the CTO said, 'If 
people wish to send messages even to the 

moon and the man thereon, and are 
prepared to pay for them, there does not 
seem to be any valid reason why the Post 
Office should refuse revenue.' The 
message was charged at the Post Office's 
long-distance ship rate, at a cost of 9s 
(45p). (see Figure 3.) Robinson told the 
clerk that a colleague of his had obtained 
definite signals from Mars in 1922 but, ‘he 
was a weak-kneed scientist who refused to 
allow the information to be published.’ 

The message was relayed to the Post 
Office's long-range radio station at Rugby, 
the most powerful in the world (see Figure 
4), from where it was beamed into space 
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on a wavelength of 18,240 metres. 
Although the Post Office agreed to send 
the message, they refused to listen for a 
reply so, to give some respectability to the 
proceedings, Robinson contacted the 
magazine, Popular Wireless where staff 
rigged up a radio, in their London office, 
and monitored for a reply on 30000 metres, 
the wavelength the Martians had 

apparently told 
Robinson they 
would reply on. 

Newspapers the 
following day 
breathlessly 
reported that 
around that time, 'a 
strange hush 
ensued, 
commercial station 
workings faded 
away, and out of 
the silence, at three 
and three-quarter 
minutes past eight, 
the letters 'M-M' 
were heard.' These 
signals, they said, 
'were sent from an 
unknown 
transmitter at a 
wavelength said to 
be higher than any 
European station 
could operate on.' 
In an interview 
afterwards, 
Robinson said, ‘I 

 had telepathically prearranged that 
message should be sent by the Martians to 
us at eight o’clock exactly. It was to 
indicate they were listening in and the 
lapse of three and three-quarter minutes 
between eight o’clock and its receipt was 
the exact time that such a message would 
take to reach us from Mars.’  Two years 
later he made another attempt, during 
another close pass of the Red Planet. By 
now he’d become a member of the, 
recently formed, National Laboratory of 
Psychical Research and had tried to 
convince the director and psychic 
researcher, Harry Price, that he could get in 
touch with his Martian lady-friend through 
a medium, Mrs. St. John James, the wife of 
a London clergyman. During the séance 
she was supposed to be under the control 
of Oomaruru and according to a newspaper 
report, 'uttered the strangest wails and 
groans and hideous shrieks of laughter.' It 
was all recorded on a dictaphone, but Mr. 
Price was dubious. 
‘I’m not convinced that the noises came 
from Mars.’ he said. Robinson also 
claimed to have a recording of the national 
anthem of Mars, which had been received 
by Mrs. St John James but which, sadly, 
along with the wails and groans, has been 
lost to posterity. 

Robinson’s second message to Mars read, 
‘Mar la oi da earth. Com ga Mar’ – ‘love to 
Mars from Earth. God is love.’ This time, 
the Post Office agreed that their receiving 
station at St. Albans would monitor the 
30000-metre wavelength for half an hour, 
at a special charge. Alas no reply was 
received, and Robinson said that, ‘I am 
advised by my telepathic friends on Mars 
that they did not receive our message 
owing to the layers of rarified air.’ He 
blamed the Post Office for not sending the 
message on a long enough wavelength. 
‘The 18000-metre wavelength,’ he said, 
‘isn’t long enough to pierce the Heaviside 
layer of the earth and therefore the signals 
are reflected around the earth. The 
Martians were very annoyed that the 
signals could not come to them. They were 
sitting up for hours to receive signals. 
They laugh at our scientists because they 
themselves have got rid of atmospheric 
troubles altogether, and yet we have not’ 
He indicated that he might try again, this 
time using a foreign radio station.  

Figure 3:  Robinson’s covering letter with his cheque for 9s (45p) in 
payment for his first message in 1926. (Image courtesy of BT 
Heritage) 

Figure 4: Rugby Radio station from where 
Robinson’s first two messages were sent. 
It was the most powerful radio station in 
the world at the time. (Image courtesy of 
BT Heritage) 
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 The press, both at home and abroad, were 
quick to ridicule him. The Aberdeen 
Journal suggested that the lack of response 
might be the fault of the Martians. ‘There 
may not have been the speeding up process 
in the Martian telegraphs department that 
there has been in ours in recent years.’ The 
Pittsburgh Post wrote, ‘Apparent failure of 
his attempt to communicate with Mars by 
radio early today did not discourage the 
psychic student. Neither did the attitude of 
his wife, who sniffed at her husband's 
spiritual wanderings among the planets 
accompanied by a Martian girlfriend with 
big ears; nor the frankly sceptical attitude 
of the world in general and men of science 
in particular.’  

Two months later, Robinson made good 
his promise and tried once more, this time 
using a radio station in Brazil. ‘God is love 
– Earth to Mars’ was sent out from the
Brazilian Radio Company’s station at Rio
de Janeiro just before Christmas 1928, this

time on a 
wavelength of 
21000 metres. 
Again, no reply 
was received. A 
Brazilian 
newspaper 
suggested that the 
Martians probably 
didn’t understand 
English, and that 
Robinson should 
have tried sending 
his message in 
Portuguese or 
another language, 
‘on account of the 
greater difficulty of 
Shakespeare’s 
tongue.’ 

Writer and psychic, 
Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle, thought 
Robinson’s efforts 
uninteresting but 
noted that he had 
no doubt contact 
with Martians 
would one day be 

possible. Leading 
physicist and part-

time spiritualist Sir Oliver Lodge, 
dismissed the experiment, pointing out that 
there was no evidence Mars was inhabited. 

Robinson's fiercest critic was his own wife 
and after the 1928 attempt failed, she's 
quoted as saying, ‘I don't know anything 
about this Mars affair. I have refused to 
have the experiments conducted in this 
house while I remain in it. I don't know 
whether anyone encouraged my husband 
but there will be no more of that 
foolishness in this house.’ Her husband 
had different ideas and never gave up his 
quest to speak to the Red Planet. In 1929 
he tried again, unsuccessfully needless to 
say, using an ordinary wireless set 
augmented with a, 'psycho-telepathic 
motor-meter'. (See Figure 7.) The 
following year he opened a college of 
telepathy, apparently on the instigation of 
Oomaruru, whose staff included a 
telepathic dog called Nell and in 1933, 
claimed to have recorded the voice of 
Cleopatra, now a jilted farmer's wife living 

in a glass house on Mars. What Nell’s part 
in the proceedings was, isn’t recorded.  

Figure 6: The Martian alphabet according 
to Hugh Robinson. 

Telepathy, Oomaruru believed, would 
make our world a better, more peaceful 
place. Not only would it help us reach 
Mars, it would also help simplify 
communication right here on Earth. 
Robinson believed it was the ‘missing link 
in progress’ and felt it had been neglected 
by scientists ‘in spite of its obviously 
tremendous value.’ 

Despite the many brickbats, Robinson did 
have some support.  Professor Archibald 
Low, an engineer, research physicist, 
inventor and something of an eccentric, 
said he knew someone who'd been to Mars 
and met its inhabitants. The Martians they 
saw sported two thumbs on each hand and 
telescopic eyes. He didn’t think Robinson's 
radio techniques would be powerful 
enough to make contact and instead 
prescribed a huge piece of sky-writing to 
get a message across. He did, however, set 
up an experiment for Robinson at 
Ilfracombe in 1928 during which Robinson 
claimed that eighty-five out of ninety-five 
telepathic messages came through in the 
right order and were witnessed by a 
Bachelor of Science, the captain of an 
ocean liner and a local magistrate, 
although none of these were named. Low 
backed off afterwards saying that he 
wasn’t associated with the experiment, ‘I 
regard the experiment as being an amusing 
one. It is easy to say these things are 
foolish but the view I take in all scientific 
experiments is that it is best to be helpful if 
one can.’  

Figure 5: Cartoon from a 1926 Newspaper 
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Figure 7: Robinson’s wireless set augmented with a, 'psycho-telepathic motor-meter', 
taken from an article in Modern Mechanics, March 1929. Courtesy of Modern 
Mechanics 

It’s not known if Hugh Robinson made 
any more attempts at contacting his 
Martian friends, but when once asked if 
there was life on any other planet he said, 
‘Why, of course, there are Venusians. 
They are more etheric and very much 
nicer.’ Asked why he didn't publicise his 
experiments, he replied that people were 
unlikely to consult an insane lawyer. 
Hugh Mansfield Robinson died in Essex, 
on 23rd December 1940. 

SOLUTION TO BULLETIN CROSSWORD 2
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ASTRO-RESEARCH 

Sharing good practice is defined within 
the third principal aim of the Society – 
with special emphasis on ‘research by 
amateurs’. This paper continues 
examining ways research might be 
tackled with the aim of encouraging 
more contributions to SHA 
publications and enjoyment of this 
work.  
[See SHA Bulletins 27-29 for the first 3 
parts of this series] 

Researching old observatories 

SHA publications include many well-
documented accounts of historic 
observatories but it can be a challenge 
to understand their context. The writer 
has chosen to tackle this by reviewing 
19th century observatories in a new 
Bulletin series exploring their growth 
and development across each decade. 
Details of the main instruments are 
researched for aperture, focal length 
and focal ratio information. Planned 
work has been significantly enlarged 
by a decision to include foreign 
observatories. 

Discovering images for observatories 
abroad includes adopting ‘language-
appropriate’ searches to identify 
material produced within each country. 
For example, a Google search for Paris 
Observatory + history produces 
relatively few sites compared with 
using Histoire de l’Observatoire de 
Paris. Including a request for pdf files 
within a search will often reveal extra 
papers and useful graphics. Scanning 
the images pages for each search is 
also worthwhile. 

Google Translate is a useful tool for 
investigation. A search for the Spanish 
astronomer José Joaquín de Ferrer y 
Cafranga (1763-1818) revealed an 
important biography and his image 
(Fig. 1). Copying, cutting and pasting 
Spanish text into Google Translate 
facilitated a more detailed 
understanding of a mathematician 

trained in England but whose 
astronomical insights have been little 
explored. 

Figure 1: Spanish astronomer José 
Joaquín de Ferrer y Cafranga (1763-
1818). 

Occasionally the patient researcher can 
expect to discover a real online gem. 
One example might be 
Wissenschaftlicher Instrumentenbau 
der Firma Merz in München (1838-
1932) by von Jürgen Kost (Hamburg, 
2014). This dissertation explores the 
Merz family of instrument-makers and 
is well-illustrated with high quality 
images.  

Using a working hypothesis 

The writer’s paper ‘Williamina 
Fleming and the Harvard College 
Observatory’, in The Antiquarian 
Astronomer, vol. 11 (2017) pp. 2-32, 
involved 300 hours of work during 
2016, or about 30 hours per month. At 
the outset a decision was taken to 
assume that her son, Edward Charles 
Pickering Fleming (1879-1951), might 
have been named after the director of 
Harvard College Observatory (HCO) 
after a brief relationship, as suggested 
by some sources. The big advantage of 
using a working hypothesis is that it 
can help test the validity of any idea by 
examining evidence from alternative 

perspectives. A SWOT analysis 
examined strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats of the notion. 
Evidence was sought for the exact 
timing of Mina Fleming’s arrival in 
America, with or without her husband, 
and her earliest possible meeting with 
the HCO director – the result proved 
inconclusive. Payroll analysis during 
her 3 decades of work revealed 
insufficient earnings to account for 
Mina’s accommodation, which in the 
later stages supported 4 additional 
members of her family. Her ‘close 
personal attachment’ to Edward 
Pickering was well documented but so 
too was his dedication to his wife and 
his support and respect for the women 
he employed.   
Inspection of digital copies of Mina’s 
personal correspondence, held by 
Harvard University Archives, revealed: 
‘of my own two boys, only one lived 
to grow up’. At this stage the writer 
exchanged research findings with Dava 
Sobel, whose book The Glass Universe 
had been published. It seemed 
probable, especially given infant 
mortality rates in the 1870s, that 
following Mina’s marriage to James 
Orr Fleming in 1877 May their first 
child died very young and was not 
registered. A decision was made to 
emigrate to America. Mina conceived 
for the second time early in 1879 
January, soon after her arrival in 
Boston. By the time she attended her 
older brother’s wedding in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts in April she was 3 
months pregnant. The timeline for her 
husband remains unknown with the 
belief that he abandoned his wife 
remaining the most probable 
explanation. Robert and Annie Stevens 
were also expecting an October child. 
Annie was also 3 months pregnant 
when she married and by 1896 they 
had 4 children. Between 1879 April 
and July Mina worked for the 
Pickering family, initially as a house 
maid and then increasingly on HCO 
tasks. Her contributions were valued 
sufficiently for Edward Pickering to 
offer her full-time employment, after 
the birth of her child. Mina returned to 
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Cambridge in 1881 April to become 
the 6th female assistant but her son 
remained in Dundee for 6 long year 
Robert and Annie Stevens were also 
expecting an October child. Annie was 
also 3 months pregnant when she 
married and by 1896 they had 4 
children. Between 1879 April and July 
Mina worked for the Pickering family, 
initially as a house maid and then 
increasingly on HCO tasks. Her 
contributions were valued sufficiently 

for Edward Pickering to offer her full-
time employment, after the birth of her 
child. Mina returned to Cambridge in 
1881 April to become the 6th female 
assistant but her son remained in 
Dundee for 6 long years.  
In this example the working hypothesis 
was proven incorrect. However, its use 
facilitated the examination of 
alternative viewpoints thereby 
enriching the research journey. Two 

further examples of the writer using a 
working hypothesis have included: a) 
David Gill’s redundancy from Dun 
Echt Observatory (see, ‘David Gill: 
clock maker to global astronomer’, The 
Antiquarian Astronomer, vol. 8 (2014), 
pp. 46-65); and b) the French 
Government’s decision for the Carte 
du Ciel astrographs (see, ‘Entente 
céleste: David Gill, Ernest Mouchez, 
and the Cape and Paris Observatories 
1878-92’, The Antiquarian 

Astronomer, vol. 10 (2016), pp. 13-
37).  

Linking research to contemporary 
events 

Amongst the parallel timelines a 
researcher might employ will often be 
one for those key moments in history 
that might be drawn into a narrative. 
Conflicts, epidemics and natural 

disasters can be useful to note together 
with political changes or even 
international collaborations. One that 
the writer was not expecting to 
uncover involves (again) Mina 
Fleming … and the story resumes in 
1879 August as she took the 
Edinburgh-Dundee train on her return 
home for the birth of her second child:  
Mina’s ‘American dream’ had 
produced a totally unexpected set of 
outcomes. On the plus side she had 

been able to see her older brother 
Robert get married and knew their 
family plans were already underway; 
she had received a good job offer and 
had found the Pickering’s very 
supportive employers. On the negative 
side her husband had abandoned her 
and she was now 7 months pregnant; 
the Atlantic crossing had proved 
exhausting and her savings were low. 

Figure 2: Dundee c.1890 showing the birthplace of Williamina Fleming (Nethergate) close to the rail 
yards and the later family home (Alexander Street). The first Tay Bridge is seen before and after its 
collapse. 
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Seeing again the smoking chimneys of 
her home city (Fig. 2) memories would 
have flooded back: the Caledonian 
goods sheds where a railway wagon 
crushed her ankle; the unexpected 
death of her father; months stretching 
into years of slow recovery, isolated 
from friends and family; watching 
construction of the world’s longest 
railway bridge; working as a tutor in 
Broughty Ferry; marriage to a 
merchant banker, an older man. Her 
mother Mary and her younger siblings 
would undoubtedly help her rebuild 
her life, but Mina knew she needed to 
become the main bread-winner for the 
family.  

The bridge over the Tay Estuary had 
promoted Dundee as a global city. 
Opened in 1878 it had received royal 
approval 2 months before Mina’s 
return home. Nearly 2 miles in length 
it was the newest addition to Great 
Britain’s engineering achievements. 
Two months after Mina gave birth to 
her son Edward on the stormy night of 
1879 December 28 the central spans of 
the Tay Bridge collapsed, taking with 
them a train, 6 carriages and 75 people. 
Mina was living less than 2 miles from 
this major disaster and experienced the 
trauma and repercussions that 
followed. No details of her thoughts 
and opinions have survived – all we do 
know is that 16 months later she again 
boarded a trans-Atlantic steamer bound 
for Boston, expecting her family to 
soon follow her.    

Presentations and talks 

Opportunities to present research 
undertaken are available through SHA 
meetings, local societies and specialist 
groups. A difficulty for the amateur 
researcher is how to ensure sufficient 
material is included to fulfil a given 
time slot. Presentations lasting an hour 
are typically involved and the speaker 
should expect to experience a 
rollercoaster of emotions. Public 
speaking is not for everyone but can 
bring welcome appreciation for the 
many hours, days, weeks or months of 

research completed. Providing 
feedback to a speaker both at the time, 
immediately after a talk and also, via 
email or telephone a few days later is 
important and can enable constructive 
criticism to improve future 
presentations.  

Cardinal sins include reading through 
every power point slide, inadequate 
voice projection and attempting to 
waffle an answer. Instead consider 
explaining the key points of a slide 
verbally using anecdotes or a parallel 
narrative, drinking plenty of water 
before and during a talk and being 
prepared to admit a lack of knowledge 
on a particular topic. The writer is a 
visual learner and prefers to include 
related images to illustrate a 
presentation; often edited together to 
provide a complimentary story in the 
form of a film played either before or 
after a talk or during an interval to 
further engage the audience. 
Compiling a montage of individual 
images can be helpful. Other methods 
can be equally memorable such as 
adopting a multi-sensory approach, or 
using music, poetry or humour to alter 
the mood of the audience.  

Having a back-up IT system is 
worthwhile. It is surprising how 
frequently a venue will lack a suitable 
sound system. The writer travels with a 
lightweight speaker which has 
occasionally been helpful. 
Compatibility of IT software is another 
challenge.  

Having a presentation saved in 
different formats (power point, pdf 
files, image bank, second memory 
stick, etc..) to avoid embarrassing 
delays as various ‘experts’ try to 
resolve the problem in front of an 
expectant audience.  

The speaker also needs to decide in 
advance if their host is to receive a 
copy of the presentation to retain. It is 
important to consider what subsequent 
and possibly unintended use may be 
made of the material. 

Exploring the lifetime of a telescope 

Tracing the history of a given 
instrument can be fascinating. For a 
telescope this may include researching 
the maker of the lens or mirror 
separately to that of the mounting. 
Observatories that housed the 
instrument for different owners will 
add a further dimension. Determining 
the type of observations performed is 
likely to involve checking observing 
logs, published reports and possibly 
snippets of information gleaned from 
visitors to the observatory. The story 
becomes more complex if the 
instrument is changed in any way; 
different parts often heading in 
opposite directions, sometimes across 
the globe. Expeditions too often 
recycled instruments for different 
opportunities. 

The writer has enjoyed owning 3 
quality objectives: a 4.5-inch f/9 lens 
by Henry Wildey; a 7.2-inch f/15 lens 
by Es Reid; and a 3.5-inch f/15 lens by 
Josiah Slugg, c.1860. The first was 
mounted in an aluminium tube by Ron 
Irving, the second was assembled in a 
similar way by the writer, whilst the 
third would originally have had a brass 
tube. These 3 lenses have all now 
moved abroad, with two in Italy and 
one in Sweden. Their new owners have 
been fully appraised of their former 
history, having been installed in 4 
different observatories just within the 
UK. Most readers of this paper will 
have used or owned similar treasured 
telescopes and tracing their former 
history can bring interesting rewards. 
Publications of the Antique Telescope 
Society are worth consulting. 
Telescope restoration is another area, 
frequently pursued through local 
societies, and for whom research is 
always welcomed. 

The travels of Lord Lindsay’s 4-inch 
f/15 heliometer provide an illustrative 
example. (Fig. 3) Made by the 
Repsolds in Hamburg the instrument 
was tested by David Gill at Dun Echt 
Observatory in preparation for the 
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1874 Transit of Venus expedition to 
Mauritius. Here it was successfully 
used to measure the diurnal parallax of 
the asteroid Juno. This solar parallax 
method enabled Gill to seek funding 
for his 1877 Ascension Island 
expedition for the Mars opposition 
which produced a more precise 
outcome. The instrument was 
purchased by Gill and accompanied 
him to the Cape of Good Hope in 1879 
where it was used by both Gill and the 
American astronomer William Lewis 
Elkin (1855-1933) to measure the 
stellar parallax of several bright 
southern stars. This result was used to 

 secure Admiralty funding for a larger 
Repsold instrument of 7-inch aperture 
for the Cape Observatory (sadly this 
magnificent instrument has not 
survived – with thanks to Ian Glass for 
this information). The 4-inch 
heliometer was purchased by Lord 
Maclaren and returned to Scotland, 
eventually being donated to the Royal 
Observatory Edinburgh. After the 2014 
bicentenary of Gill’s death the 
instrument was bequeathed to the 
Aberdeen Maritime Museum for future 
installation, just a few miles from its 
original site. It is hoped that future 
funding will permit a full restoration. 

Researching scientific journals 

A surprising number of weekly, 
monthly and quarterly science journals 
developed in the 19th century, 
especially after the 1860s. Advances in 
paper-making and printing technology 
combined with the reductions in 
associated taxes and cheaper postage 
all encouraged editors. The writer has 
reviewed a number of these 
publications for the ‘Astro-snippets’ 
series: the Intellectual Observer, the 
Popular Science Review and the 
Quarterly Journal of Science for 
example.  

Figure 3: Southern hemisphere voyages of Lord Lindsay’s 4-inch f/15 heliometer: M – Mauritius (1874); A – 
Ascension (1877); and C – Cape (1879-83). Assembling a montage can be a useful way of illustrating research 
undertaken. The Burlington House image relates to Gill accidentally dropping the instrument prior to its 
departure for the Transit of Venus expedition. 
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By tracing the development of a new 
idea, innovative piece of equipment or 
collaborative practices a different 
perspective can be explored.  

The various nuances of practical 
astronomy are often compressed into a 
tidy format by writers, with each new 
advance seemingly flowing into the 
next. In practice this seldom occurred 
and scientific journals provide a useful 
window into deciphering the actual 
chain of events.  

However, they are not exclusively 
primary source material and careful 
research is necessary in following a 
line of enquiry. It can be informative to 
choose a topic, say lunar cartography, 
and investigate how the ideas of 
Lohrmann, Beer & Madler, Nasmyth, 
Webb, Schmidt, Birt, Neison, et al 
sought to interpret the possibility of 
changes in the lunar surface.  
The Linné controversy was prominent 
(dare I say, ‘erupted’) around 1867-9. 
Telescopes and observers across the 
world were attempting to solve the 
puzzle. To sample a flavour of these 
arguments it is only necessary to visit 
online databases like the Biodiversity 
Heritage or Hathi Trust Digital 
Libraries and follow links to the 
different journals of this period.  
Another line of enquiry might be to 
review the impact of new technology: 
the introduction of silvered-glass 
mirrors, the direct-vision spectroscope, 
the Romsey observatory are 3 possible 
topics. Here researchers will meet with 
instrument makers like John Browning 
(1835-1911) and inventors like Rev. 
Edward Berthon (1813-99). For such 
innovators it is also beneficial to 
review engineering journals: the 
English Mechanic, The Engineer and 
Engineering all include astronomical 
snippets to be discovered.  
Exploring how these people 
collaborated with their peers offers a 
fascinating insight: how many 
telescopes with silvered-glass mirrors 
by Browning were manufactured; did 
they all contain mirrors by George 
Henry With, of Hereford; and where 

are they all now? These are questions 
designed to both challenge, and 
perhaps frustrate, modern researchers. 

The training of astronomers 

Today we enjoy an abundance of ways 
to access information and guidance. 
Even in a rural county like 
Herefordshire the local astronomical 
society facilitates access to excellent 
specialists who willingly impart their 
valuable experience. For the writer this 
has included informative talks on 
astronomical spectroscopy (Jack 
Martin) and astro-imaging (Gordon 
Haynes) with a sprinkling of historical 
points arising from both. Online 
forums provide another valuable 
source with mentoring operating over a 
global scale. Today’s opportunities 
contrast markedly with the past where 
disposable income was usually limited 
and available time often precious. 
Fortunately, this did not deter everyone 
and human curiosity and determination 
prevailed in enough instances for 
astronomy to flourish. 

With this in mind considering how a 
particular individual might have 
received their training and also how 
they may then have encouraged others 
is worthwhile. Mary Ward, née King 
(1827-69) was a cousin of William 
Parsons (1800-67), 3rd Earl of Rosse. 
She regularly sketched the construction 
of the Leviathan of Parsonstown, with 
its 6-foot speculum mirror, and was 
also nimble enough to climb its gantry 
at night to make her own observations. 
Her books and papers on microscopy, 
entomology and astronomy are 
inspiring literature. They include the 
1861 Mercury transit, Telescope 
Teachings, the 1862 Comet II. Her 
tragic death beneath the wheels of a 
steam-powered car on the Birr estate is 
often quoted as the world’s first 
automobile accident.  

William Sadler Franks (1851-1935) in 
contrast gained his experience by 
working as an assistant to various 

wealthy amateurs. An exploration of 
his life needs to include his work for 
Isaac Roberts, John-Franklin Adams 
and Frederick J. Hanbury; 
incorporating observatories at 
Crowborough, Mervel Hill and 
Brockhurst, East Grinstead 
respectively. Observing in his mid-80s 
with an enthusiastic teenager 
represents another fascinating aspect of 
his long career. See ‘Brockhurst: A 
Small 20th-Century Observatory’, by 
Sir Patrick Moore, in SHA Newsletter, 
Issue 1 (2002), p. 3. 

Persevering with old photographs 

Developing an image bank for a 
research topic will inevitably result in 
some images which seemingly defy 
identification. Low resolution may 
mask important details whilst others 
may have been reversed or processed 
in an unhelpful manner. Contacting 
overseas archives does not guarantee 
success and with the passage of 
decades images tend to lose their labels 
and important information can be 
mislaid. Devising a shortlist of 
photographs to be interpreted can be a 
good strategy. The writer often retains 
a key image on the desktop to act as a 
regular reminder and any 
‘breakthroughs’ can prove extremely 
rewarding.   

An image taken at the Royal 
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope (Fig. 
4) was used in the Aberdeen Maritime
Museum booklet celebrating the
centenary of the city’s famous
astronomer Sir David Gill (1843-
1914). Gill is working at his desk but
the man in the chair was unknown.
Contact with the SAAO archives and
astronomer Ian Glass in Cape Town
also drew a blank and the photograph
remained an enigma for 2 years.
Eventually an analysis of Cape staff
images coupled with those of visiting
astronomers for the period 1885-95
produced a shortlist of possible
candidates. The American astronomer
Harold Jacoby (1865-1932) visited the
Cape in 1890 and again in 1894.
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Originally attached to an American 
eclipse party he opted to learn the 
heliometer technique Gill was using 
for his solar parallax measures of the 
asteroid Victoria. During his first 6 
month visit he met Annie Maclear 
(grand-daughter of Thomas Maclear) 
and then returned 3½ years later to 
marry her in Cape Town. Few images 
of Jacoby exist online, but his 
Wikipedia image as a teenager 
confirmed identification. 

Aperture fever 

This affliction is well known to 
astronomers but not necessarily 
medically proven. Tracing the 
equipment upgrades of an individual 
astronomer or observatory can reward 
the researcher with fresh insights into 
their aspirations, observing interests 
and achievements. Often it will require 
investigation of funding sources, 
inheritance, travel and collaborations. 
The growth of astronomical societies 
and similar interest groups may also be 
relevant as will be publications in 
journals and the availability of new 
technology. 

Thomas William Webb (1806-85) was 
28 years old when his father bought 
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him a 3.7-inch Tulley refractor of 5-
foot focus. This was his ‘common 
telescope’ used on an alt-azimuth 
mounting in the open air for 23 years 
until its sale at the end of 1857; the 
majority of observations for Celestial 
Objects being made in 1847-57. Webb 
made at least 20 observatory visits 
during 1848-72 including South Villa, 
Regents Park, Wandsworth Common, 
Canonbury, Hartwell, Hopefield, 
Stretton Sugwas, Walworth Common, 
Leyton and Tulse Hill. For 9 months 
he used his wife’s 2.2-inch Bardou 
refractor but with the arrival of an 
Alvan Clark 5.5-inch objective of 7-
foot focus he was able to observe 
Donati’s comet using a temporary set-
up. Webb could not afford an 
equatorial mount or observatory and 
the instrument was not used after 1866. 
In April of that year his father 
purchased for him a 9.3-inch silvered-
glass reflector of 7-foot focus; a 
Berthon mount and Romsey 
observatory were installed the 
following year, increasing the number 
of observing nights from 30 to 48 over 
the next decade. [see, ‘Travels of Rev. 
T.W. Webb’, SHA Bulletin 19 (2009), 
pp. 31-6] 
Elizabeth Brown (1830-99) progressed 
from a 3-inch alt-azimuth to a 3.5-inch 

driven equatorial and a 6-inch reflector. The 
refractor was housed in a small Berthon 
observatory, with another nearby used for 
her meteorological instruments. Her solar 
work and eclipse expeditions have been well 
described by Mary Creese, [see 
1998JBAA..108..193C] 

James Hall Nasmyth (1808-90) constructed a 
6-inch reflector at the age of 19 and planned
a 24-inch speculum with Henry Maudsley,
which proved impossible after the latter’s
death in 1831 after a Channel crossing. By
1840 Nasmyth had successfully cast a 10-
inch speculum which he mounted in a square
deal tube to ‘survey the heavens’. Two years
later he began a systematic study of the
Moon using 8.7-inch and 12-inch reflectors.
By 1848 he had developed his 20-inch
‘comfortable telescope’ using a triple-mirror
configuration. The exact number of
telescopes owned by the wealthy Nasmyth is
unknown. For example, Piazzi Smyth
borrowed a heliometer in 1856 for his
Teneriffe expedition. [see also 2 papers by
Kevin J. Kilburn: ‘The Lost Gardens of
Fireside’, 2005AntAs..2..37K and
‘Nasmyth’s Great Un-built Reflector’,
2005AntAs..2..47K]

Astro-research 5 will continue this series in 
SHA Bulletin 31. Paul welcomes feedback 
on any/all of his SHA contributions and can 
be contacted by email: pahastro@aol.com 

Figure 4: Sir David Gill at the desk in the Royal Observatory at the Cape of 
Good Hope with an unknown companion. 
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Astronomer Focus 
from the SHA Editors

In the article above Paul Haley mentioned 
James Nasmyth (shown below) . You can see 
his 20-inch telescope in the London Science 
Museum. Details are given here:
https://tinyurl.com/y9ed8ksf
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The Society for the History of 
Astronomy Spring conference was 
held at the Institute of Astronomy, 
Cambridge on the 21st April 2018. A 
record number of 108 delegates were 
warmly greeted at the door by the SHA 
meetings organizer Dennis Osborne. 
Initial introductions and a brief 
welcoming talk were given by the the 
SHA Vice-Chair David Sellers. He 
expressed that the talks had a wide 
range of subject matter from forgotten 
star atlases, archaeoastronomy, history 
of astrophotography, and Admiral 
William Henry Smyth and there should 
be something that would appeal to 
everyone in attendance. 

The day’s events started with a trip to the 
far south west of the UK looking at the 
Archaeoastronomy of Cornwall. This talk 
was given in two parts. The first half, 
about West Penwith and the Isles of Scilly, 
was delivered by Carolyn Kennett and the 
second half about the Hurlers and Bodmin 
Moor was by Brian Sheen. Carolyn 
explained how archaeoastronomy has a 
real relevance to these areas and there are 
many monuments ranging from the 
Neolithic to the Iron Age, which show 
evidence for alignments in West Cornwall. 
There have been several studies conducted 
within the region; these include work 
undertaken by Edwin Dunkin, Norman 
Lockyer and most recently Michael 
Hoskins. The talk gave a quick 
introduction to the methodology used 
when looking for alignments and how 
there is evidence for both solar alignments 
and lunar alignments in the stone circles in 
West Penwith. The Isles of Scilly is more 
complex in nature and, although several 
barrows are known to align with the 
summer solstice sunrise, many do not seem 
to follow this pattern. Carolyn then moved 
far further forward in time to the Iron Age, 
explaining how Fogous (underground dry 
stone structures) found in the far southwest 
were aligned to the summer solstice 
sunrise. 

Brian Sheen spoke about the evidence on 
Bodmin Moor. He has spent many years 
working at the triple stone circle site The 
Hurlers. He explained how this is a 
complex site, although there is a solar 

aligned circle Craddock Moor within the 
immediate locality. The circles at the 
Hurlers has been the focus of a number of 
projects trying to unpick its secrets, these 
have included a re-examination of the 
interlinking pathway, the discovery of the 
single Menhir in the position of a possible 
fourth circle (now defunct idea). All this 
has enabled a deeper understanding of the 
archaeoastronomy of the site. More about 
this work is included in this Bulletin (30). 

Figure 1: Carolyn Kennett and Brian Sheen 
Photo Credit  Eddie Kennett. 

The next speaker was Kevin Kilburn, 
talking about John Bevis’ “Uranographia 
Britannia” the forgotten Star Atlas. It was a 
fascinating tale of a lost masterpiece and 
how through diligent research, the 
evidence has been pieced back together as 
to what transpired of the original atlas and 
a large number of printed pages. Bevis 
based the atlas on his own observations 
from 1738 and the extensive star 
catalogues of the former Astronomers 
Royal; Sir John Flamsteed and Sir Edmond 
Halley. To finance the fifty-two highly 
illustrated plates he obtained subscriptions 
from both UK and Worldwide interested 
people. Today only three intended 
Uranographia Britannica are known and 
these are incomplete. Ultimately the 
original ambitious project hinged on the 
financial standing of the publisher John 
Neale, who subsequently became bankrupt. 
At this stage the project was incomplete, 
and all the printing plates and pages were 
taken to pay his executors. Apart from the 
original three Uranographia (known to 
exist) a large number of printed pages were 
put together to form a near complete atlas, 
sold in 1786 as Atlas Celeste. A copy of a 
rare Bevis’ Atlas Celeste has been 
discovered by Kevin Kilburn in the 
Manchester Astronomical Society library. 
This is one of a possible sixteen known in 
existence today. All the other known 

copies of Bevis Atlases can be seen on the 
Manchester Astronomical Societies 
website. 
http://www.manastro.co.uk/bevis.html We 
thank Kevin for a very interesting talk. 

Figure 2: Kevin Kilburn Photo Credit Kevin 
Kilburn  

During the break for lunch many delegates 
took advantage of the warm summer day 
and were able to eat their lunch on the 
lawn.  Rob Peeling also gave a short talk 
about his on-going research into the life of 
Admiral William Henry Smyth. Rob 
Peeling had searched through the Hartwell 
papers held by the Royal Astronomical 
Society. In a box of correspondence 
between the Smyths and Dr John Lee, he 
found a soft covered book of observations 
which he initially assumed were by Smyth. 
However, inside the front cover was 
written, “In a letter to my nephew, J. 
Herschel”. The date on the front cover was 
1783. The observations were the first by 
Caroline Herschel (the book is actually 
excerpts from another original journal. 
This book has not been seen since before 
2014 and was feared to be lost. The 
observations cover the period in which 
Caroline discovered or independently re-
discovered all 14 of the clusters and 
nebulae attributed to her. Rob showed a 
number of these discovery records and 
how they are often accompanied by the 
phrase, “Messier had it not”. The first page 
of the book includes Caroline’s 
instructions from her older brother, 
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William on what he wanted her to record. 
This is under the heading, “to be wrote 
down”. Caroline also recorded the 
conditions she observed under, including 
the evocative, “ice on tubes”. 

Nik Szymanek was the first speaker after 
the lunch break. He covered the topic of 
the History of Astrophotography. His talk 
explored the early forays and successes 
that historic astrophotography’s such as 
Henry Draper and Edward Emerson 
Barnard. In 1959 amateur 
astrophotographers started by using black 
and white film to image the night sky. Nik 
showed wonderful images taken by 
amateurs through the ages, explaining the 
developments of the technology and how 
this has improved the results to the current 
day. He peppered his talk with personal 
successes and sometimes failures that he 
had along to way. Astrophotography is 
Nik’s passion and his deep knowledge in 
the subject shone throughout this 
fascinating talk.  

Figure 3: Nik Szymanek. Photo Credit 
Kevin Kilburn 

The next speaker was Jonathan Maxwell 
who spoke on “Some Lesser Known 
Aspects Regarding the Evolution of 
Refracting Telescopes: Lippershey’s 
spectacle lenses to the Apochromats”. 
Around 1730, Chester Moor Hall invented 
the first achromatic doublet lens. This was 
a major turning point in the development 
of telescopes. A lot of interesting lesser 
known developments happened in the 

evolution of refracting telescope objectives 
before Chester Moor Hall. Long before 
Chester Moor Hall, Ibn Sal in 984AD 
determined the geometry of refraction in 
transparent materials (“Snell’s law”), 
which enabled him to design conic 
aspheric surfaces to remove spherical 
aberration in lenses, for the purpose of 
improving the efficiency of burning using 
the Sun’s rays. These surfaces became 
known as Cartesian Ovals, named after the 
17th century philosopher Descartes, who 
promoted them as being his invention. 
Thomas Harriot re-discovered Snell’s law 
in 1602, but probably didn’t know about 
Cartesian Ovals. Descartes, fairly 
certainly, got to know about Snell’s law 
and Cartesian ovals from Snell around 
about 1621 (this is still debated). But 
hyperbolic curves were very difficult to 
grind and polish at that time and a 
hyperbolic curve introduces massive 
amounts of Chromatic aberration, and of 
course does not correct Chromatic 
aberration. However, in 1660, Christian 
Huygens told Christopher Wren that he 
had discovered that a combination of a 
convex and a concave lens could correct 
spherical aberration, thereby releasing the 
telescope optics community from the 
heavy yoke of hyperbolic curves and 
opening the door for Chester Moor Hall’s 
invention of the achromatic lens, and 
possibly opening the door for Robert 
Hooke and Isaac Newton’s understanding 
of chromatic aberration correction in lens 
systems. 

At this point in the talk a major 
controversial topic was introduced; did or 
did not Newton know that chromatic 
aberration could be corrected in lens 
systems? Certainly, Newton publicly 
proclaimed that Chromatic aberration 
could not be corrected, but, reviewing the 
literature about this (Newton’s optical 
work) a strong case emerges for Newton 
knowing that it was possible. Why did 
Newton not make this publicly clear? The 
speaker’s opinion was that it may be that 
Newton was not quite sure about it in his 
own mind, or it may be that he didn’t want 
to admit that Robert Hooke was correct 
when he said (of Newton’s reflecting 
telescope) that there was no necessity for 
reflecting telescopes! Jonathan then dealt 
briefly with some interesting but well-

known developments in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century to do with 
liquid lenses (such as had been used by 
Newton and Hooke), notably by Robert 
Blair and Peter Barlow. He went on to talk 
about two neglected heroes of the 
Victorian era: William Wray who had 
worked the optics of two major telescopes 
for James Buckingham (that were the 
largest aperture refractors in the 1860’s), 
and an apochromatic lens that used baked 
resins instead of flint glass and the 
Reverend Vernon Harcourt who, from 
1834 to 1872, worked with George Gabriel 
Stokes to develop glasses that could 
correct Secondary Spectrum in telescope 
objectives.  

Figure 4: Jonathan Maxwell Photo Credit 
Kevin Kilburn 

The afternoon break gave the attendees 
their final opportunity to look at the book 
sale that James Dawson, the SHA librarian, 
had organised. There were many books for 
sale, all from the field of astronomy, with 
lots of them about the history of 
astronomy. This was a well-received and 
great addition to the spring conference. 

The last session of the day was filled by 
Rob Peeling and Bob Marriott. Rob 
Peeling spoke first about Captain William 
Henry Smyth. In 1844, Captain William 
Henry Smyth published the Cycle of 
Celestial Objects, including the Bedford 
Catalogue.  Smyth’s observing notes for 
each of the objects are as fresh and 
relevant today as they were 174 years ago. 
They remain a valuable companion for 
those wishing to develop their visual 
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observing skills. However, there is a 
constraint. Owing to the early date of 
publication Smyth uses 1840 epoch 
coordinates together with object 
designations that are now obsolete. These 
include designations by William Herschel 
and from John Herschel’s Slough 
catalogue and Piazzi’s Palermo star 
catalogue. It is therefore difficult for a 
modern observer to check which object is 
being referred to.  Rob Peeling precessed 
the Smyth’s position data to epoch 2000.0 
and using various techniques has identified 
all 850 objects in the Bedford Catalogue 
together with any other objects or stars 
mentioned in Smyth’s note. It is now once 
again possible to hone one’s observing 
skills with Admiral Smyth as your 
companion and guide. The updated 
Bedford Catalogue can be found on the 
Webb Society’s website at 
https://www.webbdeepsky.com/publicatio
ns/free/. 

Figure 5: Rob Peeling Photo Credit John 
Chuter 

Bob Marriott then spoke on ‘The Silver-
on-Glass Revolution.’ The arrival in the 
19th century of glass telescope mirrors 
coated with silver, was a revolution for 
amateur astronomers because, almost 
suddenly, they could make large and small 
telescopes much more conveniently. Since 
the invention of the reflecting telescope in 
the 17th century, mirrors had been made of 
speculum metal – an alloy of copper and 
tin that could be polished to produce a 
reflective surface. Speculum metal is much 
heavier than glass and tarnishes quickly, 
and mirrors required frequent re-polishing. 
The process of production of silver 
involving silver salts, aldehydes, and 
sugars was discovered in the early 1830s 
by the German chemist Justus von Liebig. 
The silvering process was developed over 

many years and numerous patents were 
registered by many researchers, but it was 
applied primarily for decoration and 
ornamentation and it was not until the 
1850s that a sufficiently fine and stable 
silver deposit could be produced that was 
good enough for astronomical purposes.  

The first telescope with a silver-on-glass 
mirror was built in France by J. B. L. 
Foucault in 1857. Two years later, Henry 
Cooper Key and George With, both of 
Hereford, made the first silver-on-glass 
mirrors in England, and in the early 1860s 
George Calver began commercial 
production of silvered mirrors.  

Over many years, With produced about 
two hundred mirrors, while Calver 
established a business and produced 
countless numbers of mirrors and complete 
telescopes – a business that he maintained 
for sixty-five years until his death at the 
age of 93 in 1927. The deposition of silver 
on glass remained the standard technology 
for telescope mirrors for seventy years, 
until the advent of aluminium coatings 
around 1930. 

Figure 6: Bob Marriott Photo Credit 
Laura Carrol 

The SHA would like to thank all the 

speakers for their informative and 

extremely enjoyable talks. It was lovely 

to catch up with lots of familiar faces 

and also to welcome 3 new members 

who signed up on the day.  

Text by 

Carolyn Kennett, John Chuter, Rob 

Peeling, Jonathan Maxwell, Bob 

Marriott 
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The Amazing Mr Calver

An image from astronomical history from the 
SHA Bulletin Editors

Apologies to the late Tom Cave for borrowing  
the title he used  for his lectures about the 
mirror maker George Calver. The talk by Bob 
Marriott at the Spring Conference reminded us 
of the image of Calver that somehow inspires 
an interest in astronomical history.

To find more about Calver read this article 
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1975JBAA...86...49D
The article was written by H. E. Dall.

Clyde Tombaugh with his 9-inch telescope

An image from 
astronomical 
history
from the SHA 
Bulletin 
Editors

https://www.webbdeepsky.com/publicatio
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This work follows on from two community-
based archaeology projects “Mapping the 
Sun” 2013 and “Reading the Hurlers” 
2016. The Hurlers are a triple stone circle 
monument, found on Bodmin Moor in 
Cornwall. They lie south of Stowe Hill on a 
“flat” part of the moor near Minions on 
south-east Bodmin Moor. It attracts 
visitors year-round and is a tourist 
hotspot. The circles themselves vary in size 
between 43 and 33 metres in diameter. 
The northern and centre circles were 
restored in the 1930’s, however the money 
ran out before the southern circle could be 
included! 

Figure 1: The Hurlers. Photo Credit Carolyn 
Kennett 

Interest in the astronomical significance of 
The Hurlers and its wider landscape has 
grown over a number of years and a team 
from the Roseland Observatory have been 
taking measurements and making 
observations for the last fourteen years. A 
project called “Mapping the Sun” and the 
follow on project “Reading the Hurlers”, 
provided a great opportunity to test some 
emergent theories about how Bronze Age 
societies understood and marked the 
passage of time and the changing seasons 
at this site. It also considered how these 
ideas may have influenced how and where 
monuments appeared in the landscape and 
how the sites evolved throughout time. 

Figure 2: Mapping the Sun. Photo Credit 
Jacky Nowakoski 

The principal assumption which underpins 
the Roseland Observatory’s astronomical 

study is that the three circles at The 
Hurlers form an integrated monument and 
that the “pavement” better described as the 
“Inter Circle Link” between the northern 
and central circles is part of their design 
which underlines and is a key part of the 
stone circle complex.  

Figure 4: Inter Circle Link. Photo Credit 
Jacky Nowakoski 

Many of the Early Bronze Age sites in the 
wider vicinity are not precisely 
(scientifically) dated and there must be an 
assumption that the entire rich prehistoric 
ritual landscape at Minions evolved over 
generations.   
Our initial interest in Stone Circles was 
raised by regular reference to the solstice 
Sun rising behind a particular tor, in the 
popular books about Bodmin Moor. There 

has been considerable doubt that these 
events were any more than coincidence but 
if such phenomena could be verified then it 
was considered that this could shed new 
information about those early communities 
of the moor. This project was site specific, 
limited to The Hurlers and other nearby 
monuments. It was also limited to studying 
the Sun as it moves around the horizon 
throughout the year.  The principal 
question posed has been are the stone 
circles placed so that the Sun rises above 
certain tors or hills at the solstices and 
equinoxes or are these just chance events?   

A main objective of the astronomical study 
was the exploration of a possible a time-
line which linked a number of key sites – 
the single standing stone (Long Tom) to a 
single Stone Circle (Craddock, on 
Craddock Moor, see above) and finally a 
three-circle complex (The Hurlers, 
Minions Moor).  At the beginning of the 
study we decided to visit the sites and 
survey them and create a map showing the 
relative positions of the key sites. These 
were recorded in a number of visits to 
Minions, and over the course of the 
astronomical year, e.g. on the Summer and 

Figure 3: Map of the area.  Annotated OS map 
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Winter Solstices, and during the spring and 
autumnal equinoxes. Each visit built upon 
the previous set of observations and a plan 
of the area was drawn up. The observations 
were made by recording the features using 
a number of different topographical survey 
techniques such as an optical mining level 
and ranging poles, and hand-held GPS 
receivers.   
The rise and set points of bright stars are 
often considered to be important, however 
we concentrated on the Sun rather than 
revisit Lockyer’s work on The Hurlers. In 
our study we have only considered the 
possible link between Arcturus and 
Rillaton Barrow due to the apparent 
importance of the barrow which is one of 
the largest in the county. First 
approximation figures are as follows: 
latitude of the Hurlers 50.5 degrees, within 
the Bronze Age 2000BC, Summer solstice 
sunrise azimuth 50 degrees, winter solstice 
sunrise azimuth 130 degrees, winter 
solstice sunset azimuth 230 degrees, 
summer solstice sunset azimuth 310 
degrees. 
Initially it takes little imagination to accept 
that a man was able to relate the passing of 
time with the movement of a shadow cast 

by a dead tree or other marker, used as a 
way marker on an established trackway. 
When it finally decayed and fell it may 
have been replaced by a more permanent 
marker such as a standing stone or menhir, 
in this case the one known as Long Tom 
(or Longstone Cross) which lies close to 
the village of Minions. By this stage the 

connection between shadow length and 
season would be apparent as were the 
extremes of sunrise and sunset azimuth. At 
any given location the Sun rises and sets in 
the same position on the horizon on the 
solstices and equinoxes year after year. 
The only change being brought about by 
changes in the obliquity of the ecliptic 
(approximately three degrees over a forty-
one-thousand-year cycle). 

Long Tom may have been superseded by 
the establishment of a proper “vantage 
point” or stone circle, the nearest best fit is 
Craddock Moor stone circle about two 
kilometres to the north-west from Long 
Tom. This circle is situated on the side of 
gently sloping ground with a clear view of 
all the solstice points. Craddock Moor 
Stone Circle was identified as a place 
where all solstice alignments could be 
seen. (Mid-summer sunrise - Stowe Hill, 
Mid-summer sunset – Brown Willy. Mid-
winter sunrise Caradon Hill (Bronze Age 
Cemetery) Mid-Winter sunset – Tregarrick 
Tor. Regular observations at this circle 
noted that the Sun rose above Stowe’s Hill 
as predicted and set over distant Brown 
Willy on the Summer Solstice.  It also set 
over Tregarrick Tor on the Winter Solstice. 
The remaining alignment to be identified 
was the winter solstice sunrise. The level 
was set on azimuth 130 degrees and the 
Caradon Hill Barrow cemetery was in the 
field of view. The circle was clearly placed 
to get a skyline view of Caradon Hill rather 
than a more central view of Stowe’s Hill.  
Since this exercise in September 2013 we 
have been unable to get to Craddock in 
good weather to verify the exact sunrise 
point. 
The Hurlers, one of very few sets of three 
circles in the county, lies about a 1km 
north of Long Tom. It is situated due south 
of Stowe’s Hill, so at night the Pole Star is 
directly above Stowe’s Hill. (In the Bronze 
Age Polaris was preceded by other stars). 
One of the stones in the central circle is 
due south of Stowe’s Hill and casts its 
shortest, midday, when the Sun is directly 
in line with Stowe’s. This is a true North - 
South line which was confirmed by an 
unnamed barrow on Minions Mound. 
Positioning a line of people facing 
alternate ways to stand on the North - 
South line they are then facing East – 
West. It was readily established that Kit 
Hill was approximately East (88 deg) 
using the compass and level. 

Other observations through the project are 
as follows: 

The Pipers; - Although often regarded as a 
separate monument the Pipers are clearly 
part of The Hurlers complex. They face 
north – south and are in line east – west. It 
is likely that they represent the doorway or 
portal to The Hurlers. 

Figure 6:  The Hurlers Central Stone. Photo 
Credit Carolyn Kennett 

The Calendar Stone; - What is known as 
the “centre stone” in the central circle at 
The Hurlers is not actually centrally 
placed, this is a small stone we have 
named the Calendar Stone (It was restored 
in its original position in the 1935 
excavation). Standing on the Platform 
Stone (a slab of moor stone immediately to 
the west of the Calendar Stone) and 
looking East over at Kit Hill gives a 
measurement of the azimuth being 88 
rather than 90 degrees. About two days 
error in fact, amazingly accurate 
considering the measurements required to 
achieve a midpoint. The Sun rising behind 
it within two Sun rises of the Vernal and 
Autumnal Quarter Days. 
Rillaton Barrow; - During fieldwork in 
2013 when the “Inter circle link” was re-
exposed (see above). A sight-line was 
surveyed from the Calendar Stone and it 
passed over the middle of the Central 
Circle over the “Link” over the centre of 
the Northern Circle and on to Rillaton 
Barrow on the horizon. The fact that the 
bright star Arcturus rose above Rillaton 
Barrow in circa 1500 BC has been 
established using the planetarium 
programme Sky Map Pro 11. When the 
Barrow was robbed out by local miners in 
1837 it was found to contain a gold cup, 
skeleton, dagger, beads and an earthenware 
pot making it one of the richest Bronze 
Age burials found in the southwest. 
Clearly this was the burial place of 
someone of importance. 
Orion’s Belt; -The three circles of The 
Hurlers do resemble the stars of Orion’s 

Figure 5: Long Tom. Photo Credit Carolyn 
Kennett 
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Belt when lit by torches and viewed from 
either Stowe’s Hill or Caradon Hill as our 
community involved experiment on 22nd 
September 2013 showed.  

The Inter Circle Link resembles the Milky 
Way, this was a casual observation made 
by a visitor to the Mapping the Sun 
project. However, there is some support for 
this idea, the link is bounded by a kerb 
which stops short of the centre circle. The 
circles represent the circle of the horizon – 
where the landscape joins the skyscape. It 
is not possible to see the Milky Way close 
to the horizon due to the thickness of the 
atmosphere. As the link approaches the 
north circle it straggles, as does the Milky 
Way due to the presence of dust lanes. The 
link could easily have been made white by 
adding a white mineral or even crushed sea 
shells. It does not seem to have been made 
to walk on as a very large north circle 
stone blocks the way into that area. The 
Mayans believed that the Milky Way 
represented the path the dead took to reach 
the underworld. As the link points straight 
to Rillaton Barrow with its burial cist 
could they have had similar ideas? 

The Fourth Circle RIP; - A possible “fourth 
circle”, some 145 metres north of The 
Hurlers was identified over 10 years ago. It 
was eventually excavated as part of the 
“Reading the Hurlers” project, all but one 
of the “circle” stones turned out to be 
natural moor stone. A post hole was found 
beside the remaining stone and it is evident 
that it was once a small Standing Stone it 
has been provisionally named Tiny Tom, as 
it is much smaller than Long Tom. The 
possibility that it may have served as a 
viewing platform for Brown Willy (some 
13km to the north-west) was considered. It 
is the first spot that Brown Willy can be 
observed when walking up from The 
Hurlers. The resulting bearing of the 
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Figure 8:  Reading the Hurlers and the 
Fourth Circle. Photo Credit Carolyn Kennett 

Archaeologist Dr Andy Jones revisited the rock 
art at Hendraburnick Quoit, Cornwall and 
discovered that 10 times more markings on the 
stone are revealed under low lighting such as 
moonlight. Along with 3D imager Thomas 
Goskar, Dr Jones found 105 engravings when he 
started to look under new light, a massive increase 
from the known 13 markings, making it the most 
highly decorated and complex example of rock art 
in southern England. He also discovered that 
pieces of quartz had been deliberately smashed up 
around the site which would have glowed in the 
dark under moonlight, or firelight. Dr Jones, of 
the Cornwall Archaeological Unit said: “I think 
the new marks show that this site was used at 
night and it is likely that other megalithic sites 
were as well. We were aware there were some cup 
and ring marks on the rocks, but we were there on 
a sunny afternoon and noticed it was casting 
shadows on others which nobody had seen before. 
When we went out to do some imaging at night, 
when the camera flashed we suddenly saw more 
and more art, which suggested that it was meant 
to be seen at night and in the moonlight. Then 
when you think about the quartz smashed around, 
which would have caused flashes and 
luminescence, suddenly you see that these images 
would have emerged out of the dark. Stonehenge 
does have markings, and I think that many more 
would be found at sites across the country if 
people were to look at them in different light.”

Carolyn Kennett

Moonlight reveals rock 
carvings at Hendraburnick 

Quoit. 

Image 1: 3D image of Hendraburnick 
Quoit Credit Tom Goskar

Image 2 Hendraburnick lit at night 
Credit Dr Andy Jones

middle of Brown Willy (as 308 degrees) 
means that very spectacular sunsets can be 
seen from there for a few days either side 
of the Summer Solstice. Brown Willy 
consists of a number of sub peaks, and the 
Sun appears to “bounce” along them 
before “sliding” down the slope of the hill 
and below the horizon. 
Future research plans include more 
observational survey work from this site as 
well as some targeted archaeological 
investigation in its character and 
authenticity.’ 

Brian Sheen

Mapping the Sun - 
https://www.macastrofix.info/?q=node/52 
Reading the Hurlers - 
http://www.readingthehurlers.co.uk/ 
IMAGES FROM HENDRABURNICK QUOIT
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19th Century Observatories 1810 -1819 Part 2 of the Series by Paul Haley

19TH CENTURY 
OBSERVATORIES 
The second paper of a new series 
exploring the growth and development of 
astronomical observatories including 
many important foreign examples. An 
astro-conundrum provides an additional 
visual challenge. The writer has adopted a 
broad interpretation of the word 
‘observatory’ to include important 
observing locations. Details of telescopes 
are expressed by aperture, focal length 
and focal ratio using inches for easier 
comparisons. A chronological timeline 
approach is used for the estimated 
operating period of each observatory. 
Transfer of instruments is explored where 
possible. The series has been designed to 
complement the geographical context of 
the SHA County Survey. Observatories 
with a prefix ‘B’ are introduced in this 
paper; those with a prefix ‘A’ appeared 
first in Bulletin 29, pp. 8-10. Observatories 
marked with a * are revisited in future 
Bulletins. 

A1 - Royal Observatory, Greenwich * 

[1675-today] Astronomer Royal Nevil 
Maskelyne (1732-1811) was succeeded in 
1811 by John Pond (1767-1836) whose 
success near Bristol with the Westbury Circle 
preceded his move to London.  

Installation of a 4-inch Troughton mural 
circle (1812) of 72-inch focus (f/18) 
significantly improved the accuracy of 
Greenwich star positions. This enabled Pond 
to investigate stellar parallaxes and challenge 
assertions being made by John Brinkley in 
Dublin. Other important instruments acquired 
during this decade were: the 5-inch 
Troughton transit (1812) of 116-inch focus 
(f/23); a 4.1-inch Ramsden equatorial (1791) 
of 65-inch focus (f/16) in 1816, the 
Shuckburgh equatorial; and a 6-inch zenith 
telescope of 113-inch focus (f/19) used on the 
mural circle pier.  

A5 - Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford * 

[1772-1935] was directed by mathematician 
Abraham Robertson (1751-1826) during this 
decade.  

A7 - Dunsink Observatory, Dublin * 

[1785-today] was directed by John Mortimer 
Brinkley (1763-1835) who appointed Charles 
Thompson as assistant in 1817. Using the 
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Ramsden 96-inch mural circle (1808) 
Brinkley successfully measured a range of 
astronomical constants. However, his 
suggestions for annual parallaxes of bright 
stars were disputed by John Pond at 
Greenwich. The eventual outcome was 
greater appreciation of the need for 
instrumental errors to be thoroughly 
investigated. 

A8 - Observatory House, Slough * 

[1786-1839] Production of Herschel 
reflectors continued in the first half of the 
decade: a 12-inch of 168-inch focus (f/14 to 
Glasgow (£400) in 1811, which would later 
be sold to the Cape; 120-inch instruments to 
Oxford (£315) in 1812 and Greenwich in 
1813; and the ‘large 10-foot’ and a ‘7-foot 
reflector’ to Lucien Bonaparte (£2310) in 
1814. William Herschel’s observing career 
was almost over and polishing the ‘40-foot’ 
reflector required too much effort by 1815. 
In the following year John Herschel 
completed his Cambridge studies and was 
appointed his father’s assistant. In the 
summer of 1817 two new 18-inch specula 
of 240-inch focus (f/13) were made with 
William guiding his son to produce a new 
’20-foot’ instrument to re-observe his 
double star catalogues. 

A11 - Armagh Observatory * 

[1790-today] was directed by James 
Archibald Hamilton (1748-1815) and then 
William Davenport for 8 years, the latter 
committing suicide in the summer of 1823. 
Transit observations were made mainly by 
their assistant Robert Hogg (-1830).  

A21 - Blackheath Observatory 

[1806-1817] located close to the Royal 
Observatory, Greenwich was used by 
Stephen Groombridge (1755-1832). He 
completed his measurements of stars visible 
to magnitude 8.5 within 50° of the NCP in 
1816, using his 3.5-inch Troughton reversible 
 transit (1806) of 60-inch focus (f/17). This 

involved c. 30,000 observations in both RA 
and Dec requiring another 10 years for 
reductions. His Catalogue of Circumpolar 
Stars appeared posthumously in 1838. 

B1 – Inchbonny, Jedburgh 

[1788-1838] James Veitch (1771-1838) 
observed for 5 decades from his Scottish 
home, encouraging a young David Brewster 
to make a telescope. Thirty years later 
Brewster would return the favour by 

supporting an order for a 5-inch Veitch 
Gregorian of 32-inch focus (f/6) for Altona 
Observatory. Veitch telescopes were also 
purchased by Mary Somerville and Thomas 
Brisbane. Makerstoun Observatory was 
nearby which enabled Francis Baily to base 
himself at Inchbonny for the annular eclipse 
of 1836. 

B2 – Manor House Observatory, Hayes 

[1790-1816] William Walker (1766-1816) 
used a 2.7-inch Dollond achromatic of 44-
inch focus (f/16) to observe close double stars 
for 3 decades. Working as an exhibitor with 
his father’s orrery, the ‘Eidouranian’, Walker 
became a popular Haymarket lecturer between 
1794-1814. 

B3 – Warren Street Observatory, Camden * 

[1796-1827] was located at No. 43, the home 
of William Kitchiner (1775-1827) who spent 
over £2,000 (c. £140,000 today) on 
investigating different telescope designs over 
3 decades. By 1810 he had installed a 7-inch 
Cary Newtonian of 84-inch focus (f/12) in his 
Camden observatory. At the 1806 Sotheby 
sale of Aubert’s equipment Kitchiner 
purchased for £58 (c. £4,100 today) his 
Ramsden ‘Beauclerc’ of 3.7-inch aperture and 
46-inch focus (f/12).

By 1814 he had compared this with more than 
a dozen instruments and found its triplet lens 
by Peter Dollond to be of the finest quality. 
His Practical Observations on Telescope 
detailed testing procedures and contacts with 
instrument-makers. 

B4 – East Sheen Observatory, Richmond 

[1811-21] William Pearson (1767-1847) 
combined teaching with making orreries 
using epicyclic mechanisms. By 1809 he had 
founded Temple Grove School in East Sheen 
and lfe as a clergyman began the following 
year. Pearson started building his observatory 
in 1812. It included a 9-foot rotating roof and 
was used for building and testing optical 
instruments. These included: an alt-azimuth 
instrument, several 3.5-inch Dollond 
achromatics of different focal lengths and a 
6-inch Gregorian reflector. In 1815 a Jones
transit circle was mounted on the dome pillar.
Pearson ended the decade investigating how
double refraction and micrometer eyepieces
could be used to measure planetary diameters
and double stars.
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B5 - Blackman Street Observatory, 
Southwark *  

[1816-24] was the first observatory of James 
South (1785-1867). Prior to 1816 South 
observed occultations and eclipses with a 6-
inch Watson reflector (1809) of 30-inch focus 
(f/5); this Gregorian instrument was later sold 
to Frederick Perkins (1780-1860). Marriage 
to wealthy Charlotte Ellis enabled South to 
end his surgical career and build an 
observatory attached to his house. An early 
acquisition was the 3.7-inch 
Dollond/Troughton equatorial (1797) of 60-
inch focus (f/16) made by his colleague 
Joseph Huddart (1741-1816) and used at 
Highbury Terrace. Within a few years South 
also had a 4-inch Dollond-Troughton transit 
of 86-inch focus (f/22), a 3.2-inch Tulley 
achromatic of 45-inch focus (f/14) and a 5-
inch Tulley achromatic of 84-inch focus 
(f/17).  

B6 - Bushey Heath Observatory, 
Hertfordshire  

[1816-27] was the second observatory of 
Mark Beaufoy (1764-1827). His main 
instruments were: a 3-inch transit of 48-inch 
focus (f/16) and an alt-azimuth circle, both by 
William Cary (1759-1825), and a 4-inch 
Dollond achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/15). 
Timings of Jupiter satellite eclipses and 
occultations were regularly made up to 1824 
together with magnetic observations 
continued after his move from Hackney 
Wick. 

B7 - Calton Hill Observatory, Edinburgh * 

[1818-2009] was founded with a costly Doric 
temple, but insufficient money for equipment. 
An early instrument was a 2-inch Troughton 
transit (1814-33) of 30-inch focus (f/15); 
larger telescopes would not be installed until 
the 1830s. 

B8 - Rose Hill Observatory, Sussex [1818-] 
at Brightling Park was founded by politician 
John Fuller (1757-1834). The building 
included: a transit room with the 30-inch 
Troughton alt-azimuth circle on a stone pier, 
formerly used by Pond at Westbury; and an 
8-foot dome which housed a 4-inch Dollond
equatorial of 60-inch focus (f/15), used for
timing eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites and
occultations.
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FRANCE
B9 - Paris Observatory * 

 [1671-today] survived the turbulent times of 
1789-1799 and the French Revolution. 
Greater stability followed the founding of the 
Bureau des Longitudes in 1795. Between 
1800 and 1804 the observatory was directed 
by Pierre François André Méchain (1744-
1804) and then by Jean Baptiste Joseph 
Delambre (1749-1822). Both men had 
worked on the Barcelona-Dunkirk geodetic 
survey; Méchain also discovered 8 comets 

and Delambre became interested in the 
history of astronomy. In 1804 François Arago 
(1786-1853) began his long association with 
Paris Observatory, initially with geodetic 
surveys. 

B10 – Marseille Observatory * 

 [1702-1868] in 1792 the French national 
anthem La Marseillaise was adopted by the 
military in France’s 2nd largest city; the 
Revolution marching song was born close to 
the original Jesuit observatory. In 1801 
Jacques Joseph Thulis (1748-1810) became 

Figure 1: Marseille Observatory was located in the Old Port area. Since 1991 the 
children’s museum Préau des Accoules has used the building. 
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director followed by Jean-Jacques Blanpain 
from 1810 to 1822. Instruments included: a 
4-5-inch Short Cassegrain (1755) of 24-inch
focus (f/5) and a 12.5-inch Short Gregorian
(1755) of 74-inch focus (f/6); and a 3.5-inch
Dollond-Bellet achromatic (1803) of 55-inch
focus (f/16). Asteroids and comets were
mainly observed from the site near Vieux
Port. (Fig 1 see previous page). Between
1789 and 1819 Jean-Louis Pons (1761-1831)
discovered 18 of his 37 comets, becoming
assistant astronomer in 1813; he used a 4-
inch achromatic of 48-inch focus (f/12) with
a 3° field together with a comet-seeker giving
a 4.5° field.

GERMANY 
B11 - Berlin Observatory * 

[1711-1835] was one of the first 18th century 
tower designs, 90-foot high with 3-storeys. 
Mathematician Johann Elert Bode (1747-
1826) improved the layout in 1801. In the 
same year he published the Uranographia star 
atlas which combined engraved constellation 
figures with double stars, clusters and 
nebulae from Herschel’s catalogues. (Fig 2) 
For 5 decades from 1774 Bode edited the 
Berliner Astronomisches Jahrbuck and the 
observatory became important for the rapid 
dissemination of astronomical news and 
discoveries.   

B12 - Lilienthal Observatory 

[1782-1813] was developed by Johann 
Hieronymous Schrőter (1745-1816). By 1800 
his garden included a 2-storey observatory, 
the Urania Temple, containing a 6-inch 
Herschel reflector of 84-inch focus (f/14) and 
a 9.5-inch Schrader reflector of 156-inch 
focus (f/16) on the ground floor; and a 4.7-
inch Herschel reflector of 48-inch focus 
(f/10) and an 84-inch Schrader reflector on 
the upper floor. Nearby a wooden octagonal 
building housed a 2.2-inch Dollond 
achromatic (1779) of 36-inch focus (f/16); 
this instrument had been used in 1793 to 
observe the phase anomaly of Venus – the 
Schrőter effect. Larger telescopes up to an 
18.5-inch reflector of 324-inch focus (f/18) 
were also constructed. Schrőter and assistant 
Karl Ludwig Harding (1765-1834) were 
original members of the ‘celestial police’ and 
4 years later Harding discovered the 3rd minor 
planet, Juno. On Harding’s departure to 
Gőttingen in 1805 mathematician Friedrich 
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Wilhelm Bessel (1784-1846) was appointed 
assistant for 3 years. The observing site was 
destroyed by French troops in 1813 as 
Napoleon tightened his grip on northern 
Germany. 

B13 - Bremen Observatory 

[c.1790-1840] was on the upper floors of the 
home of physician Heinrich Wilhelm 
Matthias Olbers (1758-1840). Three bay 
windows to the south together with roof 
openings enabled him to search for comets 
and minor planets. In 1802 he discovered 
Pallas, followed by Vesta in 1807; the 
periodic comet 13P/Olbers was discovered in 
1815. His instruments included: a 3.7-inch 
Dollond achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/16) 
and a 4-inch Schrőter reflector of 60-inch 
focus (f/15). 

B14 - Gotha Observatory, Seeberg * 

[1791-1934] Franz Xaver von Zach (1752-
1832) was director until 1804. This 
Hungarian astronomer developed a wide 
network of colleagues across Europe, 
including Brühl, Banks, Herschel and 
Hornsby in England and nearly all of the 
leading European astronomers. The 
observatory was based on the Radcliffe 
design and relatively well equipped with: a 
Reichenbach theodolite, a 2.8-inch 
Fraunhofer heliometer (1817) of 42-inch 

focus (f/15) and 3-inch Fraunhofer meridian 
circle of 45-inch (f/15), complementing older 
instruments by Herschel, Ramsden, 
Troughton, Dollond and Schrőter. In 1798 
Zach hosted a meeting of 24 astronomers at 
Seeberg; in 1800 at Lilienthal the ‘celestial 
police’ were formed to search for minor 
planets. After 1804 Zach’s life became a 
perpetual state of travel due to wars and 
conflicts. 

B15 - Remplin Observatory 

[1793-1805] Friedrich von Hahn (1742-1805) 
added an observatory tower with a rotary 
dome (1801) to his garden house and 
installed many fine instruments. For 
positional astronomy: a 25-inch Cary circle 
with a 2-inch achromatic of 33-inch focus 
(f/16) and meridian instruments

by Ramsden and Dollond. For deep-sky work 
3 Herschel reflectors: a 6-inch of 84-inch 
focus (f/14), 12-inch of 240-inch focus (f/20) 
and 18-inch of 240-inch focus (f/13). Hahn is 
credited with the discovery of the central star 
in M57. Many instruments were transferred 
to Bessel at Kőnigsberg Observatory after his 
death. The dome was replaced in 1842 and 
the garden room demolished in 1857; 
restoration of the tower was achieved for its 
bi-centenary. 

Figure 2: At Berlin Observatory this solar eclipse chart was produced by Bode. The 
solar eclipse of 1804 February 11 was total only in northern Africa. 
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B16 - Kőnigsberg Observatory, Prussia * 

[1813-1944] was directed by Friedrich 
Wilhelm Bessel (1784-1846). Bessel had 
worked as an assistant to Schrőter at 
Lilienthal Observatory between 1806-9 and 
then begun a reduction of Bradley’s 
observations. In 1813 he started measuring 
star positions with the 48-inch Dollond transit 
and 25-inch Cary circle transferred from 
Remplin. Despite their modest size Bessel 
perfected an understanding of methods to 
determine instrumental errors and 
atmospheric effects. In 1819 he installed a 
4.2-inch Reichenbach meridian circle of 64-
inch focus (f/15) for astrometry.  

B17 - Gőttingen Observatory * 

[1814-today] was first directed by 
mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-
1855) who moved to the city in 1807. He 
began the century developing solutions for 
the motion of the newly discovered asteroids. 
A 2.8-inch Fraunhofer heliometer (1814) of 
42-inch focus (f/15) was one of 4 made for
German observatories. Karl Ludwig Harding
(1766-1834) became principle observer at
Gőttingen in 1905 and 10 years later
instruments from the Lilienthal Observatory
were acquired. In 1817 Gauss began his
geodesy work which would continue until
1847 and include his design of a heliotrope
for accurate surveys. New instruments
included: a Repsold meridian circle (1818)
and a 4.2-inch Reichenbach meridian circle
(1819) of 64-inch focus (f/15).

B18 - Bogenhausen Observatory, Munich * 

[1819-today] was directed from 1816 by 
Johann Georg von Soldner (1776-1833). 
Observations with a meridian circle by 
Reichenbach & Ertel began at the end of this 
decade. Collaboration with Joseph von 
Fraunhofer (1787-1826) at the Munich 
Optical Institute would soon enable 
spectroscopic observations of the stars and 
planets. 

ITALY 
B19 - Brera Observatory, Milan * 

[1765-today] was directed from 1802 by 
Barnaba Oriani (1752-1832) for 3 decades. 
His 18th century work on the orbit of Uranus 
and geodetical survey of the Lombardy 
meridian led naturally onto observations of 
the first 4 minor planets and a meridian arc 

through Rome. The observatory was built 
above the Brera Palace and instruments 
included: a 3.3-inch Dollond achromatic 
(1784) of 47-inch focus (f/14), a 3.9-inch 
Sisson equatorial sector, a 4-inch 
Reichenbach meridian circle (1808) and 3-
inch Reichenbach transit (1812). (Fig 3)  

B20 – Padua Observatory * 

[1761-today] operated within the Austro-
Hungarian empire from 1813 to 1866. .
Original instruments included: a 3-inch 
Ramsden quadrant (1779); and a transit 
(1811) and repeating circle (1815) by 
Reichenbach and Utzschneider. These were 
used by Giovanni Sante Gaspero Santini 
(1787-1877) to determine the latitude & 
longitude of the medieval tower, within the 
castle Ezzelino, which had 2 small domes at 
different heights (Fig 4). Santini continued 
adding more instruments during his long 
directorship (1817-77). 

B21 – La Specola Vaticana, Rome 

[1787-1821] was in the Tower of the Winds 
and directed by Filippo Luigi Gilii 
(1756-1821). Gilii installed magnetic and 
meteorological instruments on the upper 
floor together with a seismograph. 

A Dollond telescope and small transit were 
used for eclipses, comets and occultations.  

B22 – Palermo Observatory * 

[1790-today] was directed by Giuseppe 
Piazzi (1746-1826) in the Santa Ninfa tower 
of the royal palace. In 1892 he began 
updating the 1789 Wollaston star catalogue. 
Using a 3-inch Ramsden circle (1791) of 60-
inch focus 
(f/20) he observed stars crossing the meridian 

for 2 minutes, during which time their 
position would be determined. Piazzi also 
used a 6-inch Herschel reflector (1790) of 84-
inch focus (f/14). In 1801 January the minor 
planet Ceres was discovered with the 
Palermo circle, although its final verification 
would await recovery the following year. 

B23 – Bologna Observatory * 

[1801-1936] was located in the tower of the 
Science Institute. Instruments included a 3-
inch Reichenbach transit (1814) and a 6.5-
inch Amici achromatic (1815). 

B24 - Capodimonte Observatory, Naples * 

 [1819-today] on Miradois Hill was planned 
by Federico Zuccari (1784-1817) and from 
1819 directed by Carlo Brioschi (1781-1833). 
Instruments included: a 6-inch Amici 
reflector of 96-inch focus (f/16); and 4 by 
Reichenbach – a 4.2-inch meridian circle 
(1814) and 4.6-inch transit, a 3.2-inch 
Utzschneider-Fraunhofer equatorial (1814) of 
46-inch focus ((f/15) and a 7-inch Fraunhofer

Figure 3: Oriani started as assistant astronomer in Milan in 1778, becoming director of 
Brera Observatory in 1802. He collaborated closely with Piazzi who first informed him 
of his discovery of Ceres. 
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in 1790 but 80 years later it became an 
important location for Lord Lindsay’s solar 
eclipse expedition. 

B27 – Madrid Observatory, Spain 

[1790-today] Madrid took over 
astronomical work previously done on the 
south coast at the Cadiz naval observatory. 
The largest telescope was a 24-inch 
Herschel reflector 
 (1802) of 300-inch focus (f/12), his second 
largest telescope. The French invasion of 
1808 halted astronomical work for 5 
decades but meteorological observations 
were continued. 

B28 - Ofen Observatory, Budapest 

[1815-1849] on Gellért Hill comprised 2 
dome-towers separated by a main hall. 
Three instruments by Utzschneider-
Reichenbach, with optics by Fraunhofer, 
were installed in 1815: a 4.5-inch transit of 
82-inch focus
(f/18); a 4-inch meridian circle of 60-inch
focus (f/15) with 36-inch circle; and a 4-
inch vertical circle of 40-inch focus (f/10)
with 36-inch circle. Three more Fraunhofer
instruments were later added: a 2.8-inch
heliometer (1820) of 42-inch focus (f/15),
a 4-inch equatorial (1820) of 44-inch focus
(f/11) and a 6-inch refractor of 72-inch
focus (f/12) on an alt-azimuth mount. The
observatory was destroyed during the
Hungarian Revolution.

B29 - Dorpat Observatory * 

[1814-today] on Toome Hill, Dorpat 
was under the direction of Friedrich 
Georg Wilhelm von Struve 
(1793-1864). Initial work involved 
installing several instruments: a 
Dollond 96-inch transit (1806), mounted 
on a granite cube; a Baumann repeating 
circle (1809); and a 6-inch Herschel 
reflector 
(1806) of 84-inch focus (f/14). In 1812 
Struve had undertaken a small 
triangulation survey with his 10-inch 
Troughton sextant. Between 1816-18 
Struve measured the Livland arc of 2° 
30' and began planning ever more 
ambitious geodetic surveys. With his 
new instruments attention soon turned to 
visual double stars and the Dorpat 
Astronomical Observations began in 
1817. 

INDIA 
B30 - Madras Observatory * 
[1792-1931] was directed by civil 
engineer John Goldingham (1767-1849) 
of the East India Company. From 1794 
he made regular timings of Jupiter 
satellite eclipses using a 1.5-inch 
Dollond achromatic of 42-inch focus 
(f/28). The observatory consisted of a 
single room with a granite foundation. 
Despite having a limited aperture 
Goldingham worked for 3 decades on a 
variety of astronomical and physical 
experiments, including gravity 
measurements and measuring the 
velocity of sound. 

WORLD 
B31 – Havana, Cuba 

[1808-12] Spanish astronomer José 
Joaquín de Ferrer y Cafranga 
(1763-1818) observed solar eclipses 
from Cuba (1803) and Kinderhook, 
New York (1806); at the latter he 
described the solar corona as being part 
of the solar atmosphere. He measured 
geographical positions for many 
locations on the American coastline and 
in the West Indies. Ferrer used a 
Troughton reflecting circle, a 3-inch 
Troughton achromatic of 54-inch focus 
(f/18) and a 2-inch Dollond heliometer 
of 30-inch focus (f/15). He also 
observed from Greenwich and Paris. 

Figure 4: At Padua Observatory Santini was director for 6 decades. Since 1994 the tower 
has welcomed visitors as La Specola astronomical museum. 

 equatorial (1817) of 108-inch focus (f/17). 
An 18-inch Herschel mirror (1793) of 240-
inch focus (f/13) arrived in Naples in 1814 
from Remplin but was never used. 

EUROPE 
B25 – Rundetårn Observatory, Denmark 

[1642-1860 & 1928-today] a 17th century 
round tower in the centre of Copenhagen 
with a 7½ turn spiral ramp leading to the 
115-foot high observation deck. Thomas
Bugge (1740-1815) became director in
1777. He visited observatories in Germany,
Holland and England in 1777, including
Richmond, Oxford and Greenwich, and
purchased a 3-5-inch Dollond triplet of 45-
inch focus (f/13). He was a regular
correspondent with scientists all over
Europe, including Banks, Herschel,
Hornsby, Maskelyne and Ramsden.
However, in 1807 the English naval
bombardment of Copenhagen destroyed his
home, including his library and instrument
collection. In 1817 physicist Hans Christian
Ørsted (1777-1851) succeeded Bugge,
discovering the magnetic effect of an
electric current a few years later.

B26 – San Fernando, Cadiz, Spain 

[1753-90] in 1798 the original naval 
observatory was relocated, becoming the 
Real Observatorio de la Isla de León. Its 
astronomical work had transferred to 
Madrid 
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Part 2 of the Series by Paul Haley, Astro-conundrum 3 and 
the solution to Astro-conundrum 2 19th Century Observatories 1810 -1819 

Further suggestions 

Additional references to small observatories 
include: Stephen Lee (1797-1835) at 
Somerset Place; and Patrick Wilson (1743-
1811) who after his move from Glasgow used 
a 6-inch Herschel reflector of 84-inch focus 
(f/14) at Windmill Hill, Hampstead. Lee was 
a clerk/librarian for the Royal Society and 
had jointly discovered the comet C/1795: in 
1813 he borrowed from John Rennie (1761-
1821) his 6-inch Herschel reflector of 84-inch 
focus (f/14) to observe the Mars opposition; 
and in 1815 he investigated the dispersive 
power of the atmosphere using the Royal 
Society’s 4-inch Short reflector of 24-inch 
focus (f/6). William Rose (Pump Court, 
Temple, London) was producing detailed 
engravings of Jupiter and Saturn by 1818. Mr 
Butt (Bath) used a 2.7-inch achromatic of 40-
inch focus (f/15) to observe Saturn’s satellites 
and also constructed an 8-inch Cassegrain 
reflector of 16-inch focus (f/2) for observing 
double stars. 

Local clusters of telescopes around an 
instrument-maker are also worthy of 
investigation, for example: 

In Aberdeen John Ramage (1788-1835) 
began casting and polishing specula in 1806, 
producing a 6-inch Gregorian of 48-inch 
focus (f/8). In 1810 he constructed a 9-inch 
Herschelian reflector of 96-inch focus (f/11). 
Next was a 13.5-inch Herschelian reflector of 
240-inch focus (f/18) in 1817, purchased by 
army officer Thomas Gordon (1788-1841) of 
Buthlaw, Aberdeenshire. Three more 
telescopes of 15-inch aperture and 300-inch 
focus (f/20) followed with one beneficiary 
being arctic explorer John Ross (1777-1856) 
of Stranraer.

In Ipswich optician Thomas Crickmore 
(1782-1822) began producing Gregorian & 
Cassegrain reflectors in 1809. Four years 
later physicist Henry Kater (1777-1835) 
tested his designs, strongly advocating the 
latter. Ten years later Kater was using a 6-
inch Herschel reflector of 84-inch focus 
(f/14) and a 6-inch Watson reflector of 40-
inch focus (f/7).  At Troston Hall, Suffolk 
lawyer Capel Lofft (1751-1824) regularly 
reported observations of Mercury transits and 
eclipses using both Dollond and Crickmore 
instruments.  

Paul Haley 

In SHA Bulletin 31 the decade 1820-1829 will 
be reviewed. Please email ideas for this series 
to Paul Haley: pahastro@aol.com  
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A Trio of Book Reviews:  Jupiter, The Moon and The Sun Reviewed by Kevin Kilburn
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They say it’s best to tell it as it is; so, after 
reading Mike Leggett’s review of 
‘Discovering Pluto’, Dale Cruikshank and 
William Sheehan’s book in the Spring 2018 
Bulletin, I bought a copy. Yes, I did trip 
over a few editorial issues but overall, I 
found it a rather refreshingly new format; 
Sheehan’s knowledgeable background 
history to the discovery of not just Pluto, 
but also of Uranus and Neptune, leading 
into Cruikshank’s description of the New 
Horizons mission that culminated in the 
spectacular flyby Pluto in 2015 blended 
perfectly. [I would also recommend 
‘Chasing New Horizons : inside the epic 
first mission to Pluto’, by Alan Stern and 
David Grinspoon.] 

Mid-April, I e-mailed Bill Sheehan to 
congratulate him on the book and that, in 
turn, led to an extraordinary train of events. 
Would I like to review his new book with 
Thomas Hockey about Jupiter, to be 
published 4 May, in the new KOSMOS 
series, by the UK publisher, Reaktion 
Books?  The following Friday, Jupiter 
arrived and my first impressions were again 
very favourable. It follows a similar layout to 
the Pluto book, several chapters on the 
historical background to the king of planets 
and its early telescopic observations then a 
quite detailed description of more recent 
research…I was very impressed and 
looked forward to having a good read.   

Best of all was that two other books were 
also about to be launched by Reaktion; The 
Moon, by Bill Leatherbarrow, and The Sun, 
by Leon Golub and Jay Pasachoff.  

The next morning, just as I was about to go 
check my e-mails and find out if the other 
books were available, the postman arrived 
and a copy of The Moon fell through the 
letterbox. Totally unexpectedly, Reaktion’s 
Publicity Director, Maria Kilcoyne, had sent 
me another book to review! Like Jupiter, 
The Moon had the same format. It was too 
good to be true, I now had two new books 
to read. 

I checked my e-mails and there was a 
message from Jay Pasachoff about the 
Bevis atlas we’ve been researching since 
2013. In replying, I mentioned the two 
Reaktion books and he immediately wrote 
back that he would arrange for Maria to 
send me The Sun, if I’d also like to review 
that, too; you bet I would! 

So now I offer SHA Bulletin a job-lot of 
three quick, my first impression, book 
reviews from the new Kosmos Series. For 

conciseness, I have relied to some extent 
on the blurb inside their dust jacket to give 
the gist of each but have then added my 
own comments: 

Jupiter:  Willian Sheehan and Thomas 
Hockey.  KOSMOS. Reaktion Books 
Ltd, May 2018. ISBN 978-1-7803-908-8. 
Hb 192 pp 100 ill. 60 colour. £25.  

This beautifully illustrated book ranges 
across the entire aspect of Jovian studies, 
from the naked eye observations of the 
ancient world through to the first 
telescopic discoveries of Galileo that 
revolutionised our knowledge of the 
planets to the systematic studies of the 
planet by predominantly amateur European 
observers in the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. Much of our understanding of 
Jupiter and indeed of the fundamental 
nature of the outer planets, has been based 
on detailed, systematic, observations of the 
Jovian atmosphere, particularly by 
observers in the British Astronomical 
Association. These observations are 
particularly well described and illustrated 
and the treatment of this important aspect 
in our basic knowledge of Jupiter is a 
thread that runs through much of the book.  

It wasn’t until the second half of the 20th 
Century that professional planetary 
scientists took up the quest for a more 
scientific investigation of Jupiter and not 
until the 1970s, when the prospect of direct 
study with the Pioneer and Voyager fly-by 
missions to the outer planets became a 
reality, that studies of Jupiter intensified to 
the extent that we see them today. Now it 
is being scrutinized as never before as 

experts begin to build a comprehensive 
understanding of the origin, composition 
and structure of this giant world. The final 
chapter offers practical advice on how 
amateur observers can study the planet for 
themselves. The book will therefore appeal 
to the historian, those with an interest in 
current professional research and to the 
practical astronomer; a tall order, but ably 
covered in this neat little volume. 

The Moon:  Bill Leatherbarrow. 
KOSMOS. Reaktion Books Ltd, May 
2018. ISBN 978-1-78023-914-9. Hb  pp 
100 ill. 60 colour. £25.  

As the author says in the preface, the aim 
of this book was not only to provide an 
accessible account of current lunar science, 
but to uncover the history of observation 
and discovery that gave rise to that science. 
Until the first decade of the 17th century, 
the surface of the Moon was largely 
ignored, assumed to be a reflection of 
Earth’s own geographical aspect upon an 
otherwise perfect world orbiting our own. 
Galileo’s telescopic observations of late 
1609 were preceded by those in England 
by Thomas Harriot, observing a few 
months beforehand but Galileo was the 
first to describe the surface of the Moon in 
print. 

For the next three centuries, the study of 
the Moon was by a succession of mainly 
European amateur observers drawing 
increasingly more detailed maps as 
telescopes became ever more powerful. By 
the end of the 19thC, the naming of lunar 
features was becoming confused. It wasn’t 
until 1913 that an attempt, by 
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Englishwoman Mary Blagg, was made to 
collate the nomenclature from the most 
detailed amateur maps and eventually 
produce, with Karl Muller, an 
internationally agreed catalogue and map 
in 1935. With the development of 
photography and the professionalization of 
astronomy in the 20thC, attention was 
turned to how the Moon’s surface features 
had been created. Volcanism was 
considered to be the most obvious cause, 
but in 1949 a seminal work, The Face of 
the Moon, by American astronomer Ralph 
B Baldwin, was the first to put forward a 
cogent argument for an impact theory of 
crater formation although it was resisted 
for another twenty years.  It was not until 
after the Apollo landings in 1969 and early 
1970s that supporting evidence for the 
now-preferred impact theory became 
available. During the past fifty years, lunar 
science has become increasingly 
sophisticated with high resolution 
photography and remote sensing from 
orbiting space craft but the study of the 
Moon by amateur observers continues to 
be a popular pursuit for its own sake. 

The Sun:  Leon Golub and Jay M 
Pasachoff.  KOSMOS. Reaktion Books 
in association  with the Science Museum 
London, 2017. ISBN 978-1-78023-757-2. 
Hb  216 pp 100 colour ill. £25. 

This book predates the other two in the 
KOSMOS series having been first 
published in association with the Science 
Museum, London, in 2017. It fits perfectly 
with the other two books in the KOSMOS 
series, being a mix of historical 
information together with current research 
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to describe current understanding of what 
the Sun is and how that information has 
been gleaned over the last four centuries. 
The introductory chapters describe what 
has elsewhere been called the enigma of 
sunspots; why do they occur and what 
drives their eleven year periodicity since 
the sunspot cycle was first observed and 
defined in the mid-19th century. And what 
are these spots?  A significant step to 
understand them was taken by the 
American scientist George Ellery Hale, at 
the end of that century, one of the first 
astronomers to combine astronomical 
observation with laboratory physics. 

Solar astrophysics now allows a 
comprehensive study of the Sun, in 
particular since the deployment of 
spaceborne observatories that now provide 
continuous monitoring if its surface at a 
wide range of wavelengths. 

The book is lavishly illustrated with 
numerous drawings, diagrams and 
photographs of our nearest star. Whilst 
solar physics are beyond any but the most 
well-equipped observatories, a chapter on 
how the amateur can observe the Sun 
safely and how to observe total solar 
eclipses, perhaps the most emotive of all 
astronomical phenomena brings the subject 
within the reach of all those interested in 
its study. 

Kevin Kilburn

---------------- 

KOSMOS is a new series of 
affordable, well written and very well-
illustrated books exploring our 
expanding knowledge of the cosmos 
through science and technology and 
investigating historical, contemporary 
and future developments as well as 
providing guidance for all those 
interested in astronomy. While more 
detailed and exhaustive literature is 
available on all of the three subjects 
covered in the books under present 
review, the format is well thought out, 
well presented and offers scope for 
more volumes in the series. Reaktion 
Books seem to be onto a winning 
format that will undoubtedly fill a slot 
on the bookshelves of any astronomer, 
whether just beginning their interest of 
observational astronomy and its 
history or for the more experienced, 
specialized reader. 

About the authors: 

Jupiter: William Sheehan is a recently 
retired psychiatrist living in Arizona, a 
frequent visitor to the UK (and to the 
SHA), a noted historian of astronomy, 
writer and amateur astronomer. 
Thomas Hockey is a Professor of 
Astronomy at the University of 
Northern Iowa. He has written six 
books and was editor-in-chief of the 
Biographical Encyclopaedia of 
Astronomers.   

The Moon: Bill Leatherbarrow is a 
retired professor of Russian and 
Slavonic Studies at the University of 
Sheffield. Lunar and planetary 
observations have been an interest for 
over fifty years. He is a former 
President of the British Astronomical 
Association and is currently director if 
its Lunar section. 

The Sun: Leon Golub is a Senior 
Astrophysicist at the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.  Jay M. 
Pasachoff is Field Memorial Professor 
of Astronomy and Director of the 
Hopkins Observatory at Williams 
College, Williamstown, Massachusetts. 
He is a regular visitor to the UK and 
holds the world record for his 
observations of more than sixty-nine 
solar eclipses, currently including 34 
total eclipses. 

SHA CONFERENCES

Don't forget to read about the 
SHA Conferences that are 
described on the inner back page 
(51) and the back page.

The 2018 Autumn Conference will 
be held in Birmingham on 
Saturday 27th October 2018 and 
the 2019 Spring Conference will 
be held at Oxford University on 
Friday the 12th April 2019 and 
Saturday the 13th April 2019. 

Next years Spring Conference will 
be a joint event from the SHA, 
Paris Observatory and the 
Astronomical Society of France 
(SAF). 
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Images from the 2018 Summer Picnic held at Norwich Astronomical Society 
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Drone view of the SHA members attending the 2018 
Summer Picnic heading towards the clubhouse at 
the site of Norwich Astronomical Society at 
Seething. The 2-acre site was once part of a World 
War II airfield used by the American 8th Air Force. 
The 448th Bomb Group was stationed at Seething, 
flying B-24 Liberators. (The control tower at the 
airfield is now a museum.) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkBniDvgJDI 
The NAS clubhouse is used regularly and there 
are meetings every Friday night that usually go on 
until the early hours. 

The Genesis Dome housing a 14-inch SCT 

The Herschel Dome The 8-inch 
Cassegrain 

Telescope in the 
Herschel Dome 

Norwich Astronomical Society have a run-off roof shed 
observatory for  their members. The shed, shown above, 
allows members to bring their own telescope and use it 
in a wind-sheltered environment where power is 
provided.

Happy SHA picnic - goers at the Seething site of the Norwich Astronomical Society
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2019 SHA Spring Conference at Oxford University

The SHA 2019 Spring 
Conference will take 

place at Oxford 
University

It is a joint event 
between the SHA, the 
Paris Observatory and 

the Astronomical 
Society of France 

(SAF)

It will take place over a 2 
day period on Friday 12th 
April and Saturday 13th 

April 2019
There will be a visit during the walking tour to the 
Oxford Museum of the History of Science in the 

Old Ashmolean Building 

The event will be held at St Anne’s College, Woodstock
Road, Oxford, OX2 6HS.

On Friday there will be a walking tour in the 
morning and afternoon. This will include expert 
guided tours of the Oxford Museum of the History 
of Science, the historic Radcliffe Observatory, and 
other places of great interest in the history of 
astronomy.

The Radcliffe Observatory and other sites 
of astronomical interest will be visited

On Saturday the Conference will take place with 
speakers from the UK, France and the USA. 

Talks include: 

The Discovery of the Outer planets from Bill Sheehan (SHA)
Pictures in the Sky – A History of the Constellations from Ian 
Ridpath (SHA)
A Tale of three Williams – the Mirror making/testing 
techniques of Herschel, Rosse and Lassell from Bob Bower 
(SHA)
Herschel’s least known Telescope  - from David Valls-Gabaud 
(Société Astronomique de France’)
Plus 2 other speakers to be confirmed. 

Friday Tour: £17/ head for SHA Members
Due to restricted space at some of the
historic sites, the maximum number on the walking tour will be 
30 persons. 
The Saturday Conference fee will be £10 for SHA members 
and £15 for non -members

There will be an optional conference meal at 
St Anne’s College on Friday evening 
(separate charge). Optional accommodation 
will be available in St Anne’s College, but 
the number of rooms is limited, so you need 
to reserve early at the accommodation 
booking website. The promotional code is 
ASTRO27685
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2018 SHA Autumn Conference and AGM at the   Birmingham 
and Midlands Institute

The event will be 
held on Saturday 
October 27th 2018

9:30 to 10:00       Registration
Refreshments will be available in the Gallery Room

10:00      SHA Chairman Bob Bower welcomes 
you to the BMI

10:00 to 10:30      Annual General Meeting
All members and guests welcome. 
SHA Council

10:30 to 11:30      Observing the Andromeda 
Galaxy, Dec 1612 to date-a warps and all story! 
Andrew Stephens

11:30 to 12:30      William Henry Smyth, his life, 
placing his astronomical work in the wider 
context of his participation in British intellectual 
life in the 19th Century  
Rob Peeling

12:30 to 13:30      Lunch
Delegates are asked to make their own arrangements. 
There is an excellent cafeteria upstairs; pub nearby

13:30 SHA Chairman Bob Bower - Welcome 
back.

13:30  to 14:30      Sir Robert Stawell Ball –
Eddie Carpenter and John Chuter
Also - The Artistic skills  of Lord Rosse
His hitherto unpublished drawings - Bob Bower

14:30 to 15:30      The 1927 Solar Eclipse 
Graham McLoughlin

15:30 to 16:00 Afternoon Refreshments
Tea or Coffee and Biscuits will be provided.

16:00 to 17:00  The Wonderful Century; From 
Atoms to Island Universes.  Astronomy in the 
20th Century - Allan Chapman

John Lee Theatre 
Birmingham & 

Midland Institute
Margaret Street, 

Birmingham B3 3BS

Since 2010 the AGM has had a 
regular time and venue; the 
Autumn Conference on the last 
Saturday in October, at the BMI. 
As usual, members are invited to 
raise any issues concerning the 
Society during the AGM. The 
Agenda, and Minutes of the 2017 
AGM, will be published in 
advance.  The above programme 
offers an interesting mixed bag 
that should appeal to all.
Booking in advance, at £10 per 
person for members, £15 per person 
for non-members, to subsidise room 
hire and catering, helps enormously to 
facilitate arrangements – 
To pre-register please email:        
meetings@shastro.org.uk
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